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ENCO f Orban # Harris= DADpRo.32
The Only Complete Digital Audio Delivery Solution

ENCO and Orban have combined the best features and technology of their digital audio products, and

Hams now exclusively represents the new and improved DADivo32 Digital Audio Delivery System.

DADrAo32 offers all of the features and 'unctionality demanded by today's progressive broadcast

facilities. Utilizing standard off the shelf non-proprietary hardware, network architecture, and operating

systems, DAD is the logical choice for both Automated and Live Assist On -Air operations, Production,

News, and Inventory Management. DAD supports Orban Sound Cube Technology, transparent links to

the Orban Audrey Multitrack Editing System, sharing of data with other software applications for Wire

Capture & Editing, Scheduling & Billing, and the Internet, as well as interface to other professional

broadcast control and switching equipment. And DAD comes with free software upgrades for the first

year, permitting immediate access to all of the latest features supported by rapidly emerging technology

arid evolving broadcast industry requirements.

Integrated LAN and WAN capabilities make DADm:32 the logical choice for groupwide, nationwide, or

worldwide sharing of Audio, remote VoiceTracking, News, Schedules, and other data

Call Harris today to discuss how the DADpRo32 Digital Audio Delivery System will permit you to realize the

operational efficiencies and cost savings available with the latest technology

1-800-622-0022  www.harris.com/communications

next level solutions
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When you compare the all -digital Omnia.fm from Cutting
Edge to other audio processors, Is it apples to apples? Not
quite. Unlike other audio processors, the Omnia is designed
for today -and easily upgradable so you're always on top
of the technology you'll need tomorrow.

Only the Omnia offers:

1 A 48kHz sampling rate. The outdated 32kHz digital
processors have a Nyquist rate that's too low for clean
dynamics processing. resulting in aliasing distortion. But
the Omnia solves this problem by combining 48kHz opera-
tion with I 92kHz virtual-upsampling and an anti-aliasing
final limiter.

1 A digital stereo generator with a built-in composite
clipper and low-pass filter for subcarrier protection and
added loudness. Plus. the Omnia interfaces with INCET".

the world's first digital composite interface. for even more
loudness and transparency.

1 Programs and presets
stored on a PC Card for
convenient storage. sharing
and future upgrades.

Put it all together and there's lust no comparison. Only the
Omnia delivers crisp. clean highs. Tight. thundering bass
that really rocks. Digital precision that's as smooth and fluid
as analog. Awesome loudness. with rock -solid peak control
and positively no grunge.

Then compare the Omnia's 60 -day, risk -free, money -back
guarantee' and a price that's below the other processors.
So is it apples to apples? No way.

Omnia. The promise of digital...delivered!

CUTTINGEDGE

2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE CLEVELAND. OH 44114 TEL: 1 (216) 241-3343 FAX: I (216) 241-4103 E-MAIL: INFOONOGRUNGE.COM WWW.NOCRUNGE.CF
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On netiquette

Electronic communications have undoubtedly be-
come integral to the way you do business. Internet
access has moved beyond the novelty of visiting as

many websites as possible. The Internet and e-mail are
tools, and using them properly will help you do business
more efficiently.

I spend a substantial amount of time online maintaining
two websites and monitoring four e-mail addresses. For
me. e-mail has become the best method for collecting and
sending information. I also subscribe to several e-mail
lists. On some. I simply monitor the activity: on others. I

actively participate. The following
tips are the result of some of the
annoyances I encounter every day: I
hope they make your electronic in-
teractions more efficient.

E-mail is lavt-based For this re:1mm,
it is not necessary to write a short
message in a word processor and
then attach it as a file. Not only are the
word -processor files larger than the
plain text would be. but aLso an extra
step is involved in reading them.

Special formatting is not necessaiy
More and more messages have substantial HTML coding
imbedded in them. These messages may look great when
the formatting is decoded, but the purpose of reading the
e-mail message is to get its content. We don't need to see
the message changing fonts and colors.

Reply to messages properly. This seems to have become
a lost art. When replying to a message from a mailing list.
there is seldom a need to include the entire message
simply so you can add a tesv comments. Edit the original
message down to the essential points being addressed.
and then post your reply. I kin't remove too much of the
original message or the thread will he lost. Furthermore,
don't reply to a message without any reference to the -
original. Hitting reply without including some c if the
original text leads to responses that are meaningless.

Treat electronic discussiwis as click Speaking of mean-
ingless replies, discussions on a list are usually not polls.
Replying to a thread with the message "me too" or "I
agree" does nothing but waste bandwidth. An e-mail
discussion should add information as it Ls passed. not
simply show a nod of heads.

Dirn off the cardfile attachments. I use one mail reader
that downloads and stores each attachment in a directory.
I routinely delete a plethora of Net' files that have been

collected. To add to this. when the same v -card tile comes
in. a suffix is added and then it is saved. Along this line. if
you have a signature file on your mes.sages, reduce it to the
necessary elements: name. company and contact informa-
tion. We don't really need all that ascii art.

Don't send attachments in a list server. Some lists have
several hundred or even thousands of subscribers. Unless
the list is designed for mass distribution, your attachment
will he sent to many people who do not want it. I always
seem to get these messages while I'm on the road and
connecting through a hotel PBX at 1.1.-tkb's with a long-
distance connection. Rather than sending an attachment,
I'l'l' the file to your website and post a message that the
file is available online.

Increased connection speeds have made it easy to
forget about how much bandwidth is being wasted with
these Net offenses. Feel free to comment on any these
tips. Just keep the replies short and to the point.

Chriss Scherer, editor

9131111111M311=1111VM1.

On the road:
Chriss will co -moderate the Digital Facilities Work-
shop at the NAB Radio Show in Orlando, FL. The
workshop will be held September 1 from 8:00 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m. and will include presentations on com-
puter -based audio and networking and maintenance
in a digital environment as well as two panel discus-
sions, one on the Internet and I P for radio and one on
the current status of IBOC DAB.

beradio:"qintertec.com

FAX:
913/967-1905
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your Remote
`rnOtis

...with a Vector.
Remotes are a necessary evil. but the Vector
makes them more civilized by delivering
15 kHz two-way audio on a single dial -up
phone line. No bulky RPU antennas to rig and
no costly digital phone lines to install. And
the Vector is so easy to use that even your
non -technical staff can operate it.

Call us today so we can talk about the demons
that may be plaguing your remote broadcasts'

Comrex Corporation. 65 Nonset Path. Acton, MA 01720
Tel: (800) 237-1776 Fax 1978) 635-0401 Fax-on-demand:1978) 264 9973
Email: infoircomrex com www.comrex.com
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You can

incorporate
brief notes on techni-

cal issues in newslteers to
till leftover space and con-
vey important ideas quickly.

Engineering

Getting better business
By Kirk Harnack

What contract engineer wouldn't like to pick and
choose his daily work. selecting only the jobs
and assignments he truly enjoys - and leaving

the others for someone else? As a contract engineer,
your work probably won't be enjoyable every day, but

you can garner clients who offer the type of work
you prefer. Doing so will make a big difference in
your job satisfaction

Determine your strengths
skiing which jobs you want depends large-

ly on your ability to turn down those you'd
rather not take on. That ability, in turn,

depends on having enough preferable busi-
ness to make the kind of living you want.

As contract engineers, we often think
we 'men be jacks of all trades. Many of

us unwittingly fall into this role. For-
tunately. having good skills in all

areas of broadcast engineering isn't
necessary fur success as a con-
tract engineer. What's impor-

tant is identifying and pursu-
ing the types of jobs that give
you fulfillment. Then, net-
work with other engi-
neers, technicians or
skilled laborers to per-
form the tasks you don't

care 14 or that are Far below or
above your level of expertise.
First, focus on choosing the type of

engineering work you arc good at
.ind prefer. If you're detail -oriented
:and like project planning, then you
may want to pursue installation and
construction work. If you consider
yourself a people person, then studio

maintenance and remote broadcast setup and supervi-
sion may be a good direction. If you love to travel and
don't mind a flexible schedule. consider international
contracting work.

Give serious thought to the kind of projects or tasks you
prefer and that challenge you. Think about the scenarios
in which you mid to work hest Where have your skills
and ingenuity as an engineer been successfully put to
task? Putting yourself in situations where your skills arc
challenged yet you are confident of the outcome will help

00\0% ac.60e0i
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you develop personal satisfaction in your profession.
There is a point to this exercise in skill determination:

focusing your efforts on getting the type of new business
you want. Once you are confident in the direction you
want your career to take, you can direct your promotional
efforts toward that end.

Promote your work
The key to getting new business is your reputation.

Being fair, honest and forthright with your clients is the
best means to ensuring your future success. Building a
reputation that wins business is a lengthy process. It is,
however, certainly worth the effort. No amount of
advertising and promotion can overcome a shoddy or
shameful reputation.

Many contract engineers find newsletters effective for
promoting themselves to current and potential clients.
Keeping clients informed about engineering issues raises
awareness of how your skills can benefit their stations. A
short. concise newsletter with a picture or two tends to
be read. especially if the stories are written specifically for
the manager or station owner.

Instead of mailing your newsletters. fax them. A one -
page newsletter can be faxed to several hundred recip-
ients overnight at a cost of less than S40 for long-distance
faxes. An c -mailed newsletter is even less expensive to
distribute, but is perhaps less likely to be read and kept
for future reference.

Writing an interesting newsletter every month is easier
than you might think. Page -layout and publishing pro-
grams for PCs and Macs come with templates and wizards
to make the presentation look professional. You'll just
need to write a few paragraphs of salient content that
relates to your readers' needs.

Whether you choose to produce a monthly or quarterly
newsletter, make an editorial schedule to guide you
through each issue. You can create your own editorial
schedule in a few minutes. Think through the calendar,
noting the important engineering issues that arise about
the same time every year. For example. if you like making
NRSC compliance measurements. remind your readers
about them in April or May. You can even include a
coupon on your newsletter offering a discount for early
scheduling of the measurement. In August or September.
remind your readers to do preventive tower maintenance
before the onset of winter weather. An article about
backup power -generator maintenance is also appropri-
ate. During mid -autumn and late winter. address the
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The Logitek Numix is a full featured "digital consoleftwith up to 42 fa
from the new leader in digital hroadcast consoletechnology.

Each modular input wedge features a huge display scree
faders. Input routing. bus assign, stereNtde, pan and de
shown for each channel. We even provide ii separate., 'In a lb up
and space for automation systems to write son r.

zh

These consoles have four mix busses; talk
snapshot automation and an amazingly fleXib
Optional features include motorized fa
Of course both analog and digital ins and outs

Would you like to know more? Just call your,a,
one of our sales engineers.

Would you like to know more?
Just call us at (800) 231-5870 ore -mail info@logitekaudio.com

Logi tek digital with a better difference!
5622 Edgemoor Houston, TX. 77081
e-mail info@logitekaudio corn Phone: 800.231.5870

Visit our home page at www.logitekaudio.com for more information
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Contract Engineering
upcoming remote broadcast season. Discuss proper
remote -equipment testing and maintenance as well as
operator training.

You don't have to write every article in your newslet-
ter. Equipment manufacturers are a ready source of
prewritten texts. Visit the websites of tower manufac-
turers for suggested maintenance procedures and
schedules. Check transmitter equipment manuals for
general maintenance procedures and rationale. With
permission from the authors, these and other sources
can turn your newsletter writing efforts into a cut -and -
paste exercise while yielding a professional and mean-
ingful document.
Tips and techniques are a good way to fill leftover

spaces in a newsletter - and they serve a useful purpose.
The illustrations show how a small leftover space can be
put to good use.
When creating your newsletter, bear in mind your

intended audience. Don't get lost in technical jargon. Write
your headlines and stories to appeal to station ownership
and management. and demonstrate how engineering
issues hear on a station's reliability and marketability.

Get the message out
Traditional advertising in targeted print media will

heighten awareness of your skills and services. ('se
publications read by those with authority or interest in
hiring you_ You can also focus your advertising message
on the target audience. For example; in a publication
about ownership and management. point out the benefits
of your due -diligence inspection service. To advertise
your skills at producing competitive loudness through
processing. you can advertise in a magazine aimed at
program directors.

No matter how you advertise. he certain your message
speaks to the audience. Make sure it offers something
they want or need. Thu should also advertise work you
like doing: otherwise, your new business will he a burden
rather than a welcome challenge.

Make yourself easy to reach. Posting half a dozen
telephone numbers for radio stations where you might be
found isn't a professional approach. Get a sophisticated

answering machine or service, one
that pages you immediately for emer-
gencies. This approach will allow
you be reached anywhere with
just one telephone number. If
potential clients can't reach you
quickly to ask
they probably
luck later.

a question,
won't call

Appearance
matters

It doesn't hurt to
look sharp. One
contract engineer
who likes to project a
professional image carries a
cotton coverall in the car. When
there's dirty work to Ie done, he dons the
coverall over his regular office clothes. When
the dirty work is done, he returns to being a well -
dressed professional.

If you aren't comfortable working in office attire.
consider wearing neat. pressed khakis and a clean
bumm-down shirt :is opposed to worn jeans and an old
T-shirt. These clothes will allow you to get down to work
without sacrificing a presentable appearance.
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Be prepared
on,C you.ve gotten new business, you'll need to be

prepared to handle it. Make sure you have the training.
tools and time to pnverly conduct your chosen tasks. A
few minutes of planning will often prevent the necessity
of return trips and lost opportunities.

There are many aspects to getting new clients in your
business. Being prepared to take on the added business
is critical. Gaining a gcxld reputati:m. and pronloting
will inevitably bring clients to your door.

Kirk Harnack is president of Harnack Engineering Inc., a contract
engineering firm in northwest Mississippi. Contact Kirk at
www hamack.corn.

Stereo Field Mixer
NANOAMP SERIES
MXS100 Stereo Three Input Mic/Line Mixer
 Quiet Mic/Line Inputs  Phantom Power
 Program/Cue Headphone  Lo -cut Filters
 Slate Mic and Tone Osc.  Bright 3 Color Meters
 Limiter  10-30 VDC Ext. Power

AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES, INCORPORATED

328 W. Maple Avenue,
Horsham, PA 19044
Tel: (215) 443-0330  (800) 959-0307
Fax: (215) 443-0394  hrip://www.atiguys.com

TM

Call or
write

for
tree

detailed
brochure
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Drive Time. Digital Drive Time.

MUNN!MIMI* IIII

Mao  iminnomou

See us at NAB Radio Booth #300

Drive time takes on a whole new meaning with the crystal
clear quality of digital audio broadcasting (DAB) and Itelco's
digital transmission solutions.

'tele° transmitters have been selected for DAB operations
just about everywhere you find DAB. And its no wonder.
Only lielco DAB transmitters combine modulator and exciter
components in a single compact unit for maximum reliability
in a minimal space. Upgrades are unbelievably easy too. with
our software -based DSP approach to transmitter design. And
with all-FFT digital filtering. there's absolutely nothing to adjust.

L -Band and Band Ill DAB transmitters are just part of
lieIco's complete offering of digital transmission solutions for
radio and television broadcasters.

in !yarn more about utir U %II transmitters and III.%
I ramotiiier. and translators cull us at LW 4tv4-M0011 ur

isii our itch site at uu u.acicu-iisa.cum her
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Satellite for 2000
By Eric M. Wiler

Satellite distribution has become a major compo-
nent of the U.S. radio industry. Over the past two
decades, many stations have begun taking a por-

tion and, in some cases, the majority of their program-
ming from satellite feeds.

As we move into the next millennium, exciting changes
in satellite distribution technology will enable stations to
use their satellite feeds in ways never before possible.

Satellite's launch
The radio industry has used satellites since the early

1980s, when the Scientific Atlanta DATS system was
installed for the distribution of programming from ABC,
CBS, NBC and RKO Radio Networks. This system em-
ployed cutting -edge fea-
tures, including digital
audio (before CDs be-
came the media of
choice for music), BPSK
modulation, forward
error correction and
data broadcasting. The
system launched using
Satcom F111; this even-
tually became the radio
neighborhood.

OATS was originally
designed for up to 20
384kb channels of in-
formation. These channels can include 15kHz audio,
7.5kHz audio, voice cue channels and data/closures. In
the early 1990s. ABC improved the platform of DATS with
the deployment of SEDAT (Spectrum Efficient Digital
Audio Transmission). SEDAT improved the audio quality
by using DSP technology to compress the audio to
128kb/s per 20kHz audio channel, making it possible to
broadcast more than 60 channels on a single transponder.

The DATS/SEDAT system has functioned with finesse
for many years. DATS has made the transition from
Satcom FIR to Satcom Cl and now to Satcom C5. Yet, with
the system approaching two decades of service, it is time
to examine the advances in audio compression, modula-
tion and information dissemination.

The future
Although Satcom C5 has been radio's satellite for many

years, all great things must come to an end. Satcom C5 will
cease to function in 2001. GE Americom has committed

ogy

to the launch of a replacement at the same orbital location
(139 degrees west). With its newer design, GE -8 will offer
the immediate benefit of an increased footprint power,
which covers the continental U.S., Alaska and Hawaii.

Significant improvements have been made in many
areas of satellite and audio technology, and it makes
sense to implement them. Audio compression has ad-
vanced far beyond SEDAT. The worldwide standard
MPEG Layer II algorithm has been in operation since
1991. The software allows for data rates from 64Ichis to
384kb/s per stream. Each stream can provide mono,
stereo and joint stereo, with quality ranging from voice
grade to near -CD quality. Layer II has undergone
extensive testing for transparency, ensuring the highest

quality. Furthermore, MPEG has no com-

C -band

The footprint of the proposed GE -8 satellite is iden-
tical to Satcom C5, but delivers nearly twice the
output power.

mercial ties to any particular company,
making it less likely to be limited to
proprietary applications.

Since the inception of DATS, hiphase
shift keyed modulation (BPSK) has be-
come a less widespread standard, giving
way to more efficient schemes, particu-
larly quadrature phase shift keying
(QPSK). Simply put, QPSK modulation
can transmit twice the amount of data in
the same space as BPSK. With MPEG and
QPSK, it is possible to transmit hundreds
of audio channels on a single transpon-
der. The disadvantage of QPSK is its

sensitivity to phase -noise in the downconverter section
of the LNB. Phase -locked LNBs are the hest method for
QPSK reception.

DVB (digital video broadcasting) is an open standard for
the transmission of multiple channel per carrier (MCPC)
signals via satellite. Developed for use in systems such as
DirecTV and Echostar's Dish network, it is possible to
combine multiple MPEG streams into a single data
channel. Although DVB provides an excellent founda-
tion on which to design a system for radio, several layers
of information are not necessary for audio broadcasting.

It is also now possible to include audio storage facilities
in the satellite receiver. Flash -memory technology allows
the reception of data/audio files to a solid-state device.
While hard disks offer an option for storage, they prove
to be less reliable because of the mechanical nature of
their design. What benefit can audio storage offer a
station? No more missed feeds. With older technology,
stations recorded material when the network fed it down

12 BE Radio August 1999



Voice Over America
With today's ISDN linkups, you can easily produce voice-overs from anywhere in the world -

even from the comfort of your own home studio. Think about it...the spot you cut this afternoon

could be uplinked by satellite this evening for global broadcast. Now that you know who's listening,

shouldn't you insist on a microphone that will let you sound as good as you are?

The Neumann TLNI 103. The new world standard vocal mic, at a price within any budget.

NeumannIUSA
The Chow e of Thom Ino Can Hear The Diflerence

TeL 860431.5220  FAX 860134 3148  World Wide Web http.//www neumannusa con
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Renaissance
In Buoatocast
The Age of Er Ii
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Ultra Tracker 11

 High Gain Version
of Ultra Tracker

Single -Lobe

Antenna System.

 Power Ratings From
3 to 60 kw With Inputs

From 1-5/8" To 6-1/8"
EIA Flange.

Double Dipole

 High Gain Linear
Polarizatiogos--

 Broadband with
Single Input.

 Custom Directional
Patterns Available To

Meet The Most
Demanding Protection

Requirements.

Ultra Tracker

 Single -Lobe Elevation
Means Audibly Less

Multipath.

 Dramatically Reduces
Downward Radiation.

,.Fiberglass "ClarnsheII"
Design Radoacs
Available.
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ANTENNA CONCEPTS INC.
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Managing Technology
the audio channel. This was sometimes done in an
automated Iasi )n, using reel -to -red tape. lithe machine
was not threaded properly, was in safe mode or the tape
111-41k(. 11W 144tetion was to call the provider and request

rt  Wed. with digital storage technology, you simply
go in t t mi. receiver and request playback of a file to
 ..cord to your digital audio system, reel or cart. The

min )1 of the playback is, for the first time, in the
hands of the radio station.

Future capabilities will provide Ethernet outputs, which
connect directly to your local area network. TCP/IP -type
protocols allow the user to (-trancet the receiver to any
Rile of LAN (e.g.. windows NT. Novell), since the open
standard of II' is min (Tsai. When a new receiver is
directly connected to the satellite receiver, the network
can e-mail the files to your system in a standard MPEG
format used by the majority of automation systems_

Many stations rely on satellite delivery of program-
ming and data. A quality antenna and LNB are
important for reliable reception.

I ht '`nt all'nis of improvement hardy scratch the surface
of haure satellite -distribution developments, and new
systems must he open architecture platforms to allow the
inclusion of ft it tire features. Your new receiver will provide
you with an extremely high-specd connection to your
pn Mavis. %% hi) will in turn supply anything that can be
digiti7etf .nldit test. I HMI. d ,cuments and even video.

Preparing for the future
All this gce-v, by let limik)gy strands great, but what

should you (It ) iirepare flit- the new receiver platforms?
Most stations" satellite dishes simply are not up to the

task tit receiving these new signals. Since radio's move to
spa, t distrillutigni in 19g3, the spacing between satellites
has tit tetINC(1 111)111 4 degrees to 2 degrees of separation.
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BEATS
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When engineering quality counts, count on BE.

Introducing our NEW 10kW Solid State FM transmitter... filf-108

v Stays on air under catastrophic antenna conditions
V Operates from 152-252 VAC (with optional power supply)

 Remote Transmission Diagnostic System ready
V Separate cooling air for all major assemblies

V Front panel access to all RF amplifiers

V Adjustable to 10% of rated power

V Easy to transport and install
 Double the module MTBF
 Occupies less floor space

V Multiple blowers

NEW HUNS

Compare the new Broadcast Electronics' FM -10S to the competition. When it
comes to solid state FM technology, nobody beats BE. The NEW FM -10S beats

the "r in redundancy, reliability, cost of shipping and ease of service.
And, the FM -10S is IBOC ready.

Isn't it obvious which solid state FM transmitter is number one?
Contact your favorite BE Representative, call us direct at 888-232-3268

or visit our website at www.bdcast.com

Need Solutions?
www.bdcast.com
or 1888) 232-3268 Circle (106) on Fro, Into Card Solutions for
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Managing Technology

ail

Twenty years of warping, wasps nests
and general degradation make this
the time to examine your dish type
and condition.

A professional -quality 3.8m (12 -foot)
solid antenna is essential. Some sta-
tions try to squeak by using home -type
mesh antennas, but newer delivery
systems simply will not function prop-
erly with these antennas. Audio drop-
outs and loss of material are inevitable
with a substandard antenna.

Once you have pur-
chased the proper anten-
na, you must correctly
align it. To aim a dish for
digital reception, you
must use a professional -
quality spectrum analyz-
er designed for the task.
Home satellite installers

The installation of
a pro -grade phase -
locked LNB is the

final step to
moving into tile
next millenium.

with cheap signal meters or video
analyzers cannot achieve the proper
alignment. The process is simple:

Affordable
Digital
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Our new WaveStation 3.0 has all the features of the $50,000 automation systems, but
is priced reasonably like software, not gold-plated broadcast hardware . We often
hear, "It can't be true!" More than 1000 satisfied users worldwide prove the contrary.
WaveStation includes a powerful digital audio editor and uses standard or
compressed audio files, including MP3. On -screen Voice -Track editing, time -shift
recording, serial port control. WebCast ready. Full automation, satellite, voice track
and live assist. No recurring fees, Free upgrades. Microsoft Windows 95, 98 or NT.

extiov

'fry 16totto

wwwebsiumoom BSI

minimize interfer-
ence. Signal meters
cannot determine
whether you are
peaking your signal
or adjacent satellite
interference, or if the
polarization setting
is wrong.

The installation of a pro -grade
phase -locked LNB is the final step
to moving into the next millenni-
um. The good news is that an LNB
requires standard RG-6 coaxial ca-
ble rather than the inconvenient
and expensive hard-line used in the
older systems. When selecting the
LNB, contact the vendor of your
receiver for an approved model.
The overall noise -temperature rat-
ing used by consumer satellite ven-
dors is far less important than the
phase -noise characteristics.
Overall, remember that this is your

programming source. Skimping a few
dollars on a cheaper dish, LNB or
installation can cause years of aggra-
vating problems.
The next generation of satellite

receivers will offer many enhance-
ments, including MPEG audio, DVB
multiplexing optimized for audio,
Ethernet distribution of data, on-
board data storage, QPSK modula-
tion for increased capacity to allow
more nationwide distribution chan-
nels, and an open architecture to
allow the incorporation of future
technologies. A digital audio net-
work being deployed for Clear Chan-
nel Communications/Jacor imple-
ments this technology.

When satellites were first used
for radio distribution, disco was a
viable radio format and IBM was
introducing the AT 80886 -comput-
er platform. Just as you no longer
use turntables as the primary source
of music, the new capabilities of
satellite technology warrant chang-
es that will move our industry be-
yond the year 2000 with unparal-
leled flexibility.

Eric Mier is vice president of engineering for
NSN Network Services, Denver, CO.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Circle (107) on Free Info Cwd
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If time is money, what

could you get for an extra

radio commercial every

ten minutes?

If you're in the radio business to
make money (and who isn't)

you need

"Cash"
Through an exclusive time -

shifting process, Cash creates
additional broadcast time to

sell. It does it in real time, right
on the air. It does it without

reducing program content. It
does it without affecting pitch

or creating a "chipmunk effect,"
It does it in stereo or mono. It

does it in variable amounts,
adding from zero to five

minutes, within two minutes to
two hours.

Cash, from Prime Image - you
don't need one unless you want

to make some.

Pr mmaege
The Digital Video People

662 Giguere Court #C, San Jose, CA 95133 Tel (408)867-6519 Fax (408) 926-7294 Service (408)926-5177
Primeimagein@earthlitik.net  www.primeimageinc.com

Circle (108) on Free Info Card
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FM translators and boosters
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

It used to lie that all translatins cc crc it n% ix Aver, on the

order of :atom I W. Some time ago. the FCC raised the
ante. and FM translators are now allowed to go as high

as 250W. In some cases, they can go as high as 20 percent
of the primary station's power.

AM boosters
AM Ixatxsters are actu-

ally .synchronized trans-
mitters. A synelinmized
On -channel AM trans-
nUtter may be used to

Translators and boosters can be
installed within a station's primary
service contour (a). extend beyond
it in a daisy -chain (b) or with an STL
or satellite link between sites (c).

till in a poor nvemion
area in an AM service
area of to extend um:r-
age from a primmy sta-
tion. provkled oxo interference is caused
mutual -interference area.

The best eXallIple Or this type of AM I x xraer operation was
the old WM/Wit/A Boston/Sprim.diekl combination on
10301:1-1z. These were actually two transmitters with individ-
ual licenses but the same licensee, whose carriers were
synchronized to reduce the interference area between
them. Mow recently. improvements in technology have
made this type of (Tx -ration noire feasible. and several AM
stations UK' it today. l)espite slum elfin% to persuade the
FCC to alktw FM translators to be used to improve AM
service areas. applications have been denied.

outside of the

FM translators and boosters
r r ()iterates on a different frequency from

its primal) station and. depending on the circumstances.
may be operated by the primary licensee or a separate
group. Its service contour may extend beyond the
primary station's service contour. Its purpose is to retrans-
mit the primary stations' signal without modifying or
changing it in any manner. FM translators do not add to
11w signal, with the exception of IDs and limited, tightly

minified local announcements.
On the other hand. an UM booster operates on the same

(Tunnel as the main transmitter. and its service otmour must
fall within the service contour of the primly FM station. Its
purpose is to fill in areas of poor senice, and it is licensed
to the primmy FM station operator. Obviously, it carries the
same progr.un as the primary station and has a dual ID.

Operation of translators
l'art 7-i. subpart L. of the FCC Rules governs the

operation of FM translators and boosters. Let's have a
look at the major considerations governing their use.

For tunnel -vial stations. a translator can operate
in one of two ways. When used within the service
contour of an FM station for fill-in punises, a
translator's et tverage contour (ImV/m) must re-
main within the service contour of the primary
station. The signals that it retransmits may he
received directly thniugh off -air or other means.

A translator is required in order for listeners
outside the service contour of an FM station to
receive service. I lowever, this translator cannot
he constructed by the licensee of the primary
station. Nor may the licensee give any financial
or engineering aid toward the translator's con-
struction prior to its going on the air. After
construction a primary station licensee may

provide technical suppon in maintenance or service to
help the translator comply with the commissions rules.

The LAN/WAN/WEB Newsroom System
Now Connecting Jacor Coast to Coast

:j1.11.)':iii.j-4:15')
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St
Making ALL
Your Relations
Work Together!

StudioHub User Reveals
They Bought Another
Radio Station Last
Night- and I Slept
Like a Baby!

Lose
Weight
Fad!
Replace Your Shielded
Multi -Conductor Bundles
with CAT- 5

Engineer makes It home
in time for dinner!

INVESTMENT HOTLINE
-"""- Sell off your .COMs
.HU Bs are the next big thing!

StudioHub is
so easy even I

can do it!
Exciting New Fall Options

Accessorizing StudioHub

Has Probably Never Heard of
StudioHub - BUT YOU WILL

Stolen Nuclear Technology

Radio Systems

601 Heron Drive

Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014
(856) 467-8000 voice (856) 467-3044 fax
www.studiohub.com

11111111 111111 11111.11.11111.11.1111
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RF Engineering
KINTRONIC LABS INC.

FOR AM EXPANDED BAND or
IBOC / DAB SYSTEMS

FOR THE 21st CENTURY

Prefabricated. Climate -Controlled, Fully -Equipped ATU Building
PreTuned and Ready to Install. -WWJ, Detroit, MI

KINTRONIC LABORATORIES INC.
P0. Box 845, Bristol. Tennessee 37621-0845
Phone: (423) 878-3141  Fax: (423) 878-4224
Email: ktlOkintronic.corn
Web Site: www.kintronic.com

MasterCam!

rb-1
VISA

Circle (111) on Free Info Card
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This magic box
is making radio stations
louder and clearer )
in all the major markets.

it may be why your competi.tor Ls Louder.

The DCP-IA gives you
increased loudness

ODSCA protection.

To get more tnformatton or arrange a free demo.
call us today

O SOLID ELECTRONICS LABS

630 Gfeone Countrre Dr Newtown Square. PA 19073(610)353-9449

Noncommercial FM stations follow an easier set of rules,
and translators may be programmed by any suitable
method of supplying the primary station's signal. Para-
graph 74.1231(b) of the FCC Rules sets out the rather
extensive set of conditions for noncommercial operation.

The relative case with which such stations can employ
translators has led many to carry stations far out of their
local coverage
area. Some
\Vest Coast NCE
primary sta-
tions now have
translators fed
via satellite all
across the U.S.
This develop-
ment has made nationwide FM coverage possible on a
scale not permitted for commercial operators.

Class Contour limit

Small lm Ar_nnta.A.

',//1CIUdUlO
Table 1. The coverage contour
translators by station class.

limits for

FM translator requirements and coverage
Translator coverage contours are the same for translators

as for the associated primary station. Table I shows the
coverage limits. Commercial stations may use channels 221
to 300. NCE stations may use channels 201 to 300.

Of course, interference with any authorized stations is
prohibited. This includes commercial, NICE, other trans-
lators and boosters as well as class D educational stations.
Translators and boosters must also avoid interfering with
channel 6 TV stations as primary stations.

Station identification for booster stations is determined
by adding "FM" and the booster number after the call letters
(e.g., W)00CFM-1). For translators, the FCC requires that
aural IDs are made by the primary station at specific hours
or hourly by Morse code. Translators of more than IW TPO
must provide station ID automatically unless they are
identified by the primary station. FSK or tone modulation
may be used.

Maximum effective radiated power (MERP) is deter-
mined by a combination of HAAT and ERP. There is a
variation in the method for determining HAAT. Twelve
radials replace the usual eight used to determine an FM
station's HAAT. There is a qualifier in the procedure in
that, for a non -DA translator, the MERP cannot exceed the
lowest radial ERP.
The commission requires that the licensee have a

copy of parts 0,1, 2,17, 73 and 74 of the FCC Rules.
Many NCE stations have found a tremendous listener

base that was unavailable to them before the construction
of translators. Some stations have made entirely low -

power networks for regional or statewide coverage.
Commercial stations have not made as much use of
lxiosters and translators, primarily because of the more
stringent rules that apply to them.

.11

E-mail John at: batcom@ bright. net.

For more information
circ e 202 on Free Info Card
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Rich, vibrant sound
Symetrix 628 voice processor

If sound were color, wouldn't it be great if

it were rich and vibrant like the colors of a

tropical bird straight from paradise. With

the Symetrix 628 Voice Processor, vocalists

and voice talent can achieve such brilliant,

resonant sound.

Over a decade ago, Symetrix introduced

the voice processor that became a standard

to the audio industry. Now with the 628

Digital Voice Processor, Symetrix goes

further. By combining proven digital signal

processing arid an easy to use analog -like

interface with factory arid user program-

mable presets, Symetrix has created one of

the most versatile yet reliable pieces of

processing equipment on the market today.

Voices are as different as the colors of the

feather. So each voice needs a unique

palette of functions to make it sound its

best. With its powerful processing,

programmable presets and digital output,

the Symetrix 628 is the complete palette.

1-800-622-0022  www.harris.com/communications

next level solutions

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

'TtiRRICommunications
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Sound cards change their tune
By Skip Pizzi, executive editor

When PCs first came into use in radio broatk-a.st
and pill )(Intik m I ipmnions. CPUs were slow
and suit -age was expensive. Back then. the

sound card to( A: care (if A I ) and I) A conversion of audio
signals as well as converskin of the audio signal to and
from the file format used for storage. These file formats
were designed with storage efficiency in mind. so they
often compromised fidelity to increase the capacity of
hard drives. In more high -end cards. data compression
algorithm were installed on
additional 13SP chips.

Today's computers have
faster and more powerful
CPI's. Hard -disk and RAM MOT -

age are plentiful and afford-
able. The computer's CI'l I can
now handle much of the pni-
cessing sound cards pro* Assly
performed, and audio file size
isn't as gnat a contwn as it once
was. As a result, the design of
sound cards has evolved to lit the
new comixiter environment.

Multichannel designs
Aithuogilcards were

typically two -channel I/O devices (some
featured four outputs at nuks). recent SI designs
are usually multichannel units. Today. even inexpensive
sound cards feature eight or more output channels. With
the appropriate DAV,' or aUinillat it ill s4111W;111:. multiple
audio outputs can be mapped to ICSC sound cards.
allowing a single cmipxter to Bette multiple inputs an an
external mixer or. mi ire cumin( oily. to Iced multiple.
independent program streams at a consolittited bnxid-
cast facility.

capibility means that a single PC equipped with a
multichannel stiund card can drive automated igram-
ming for several stations or teed stations air signal plus
one or more separate online audio streams. For the Litter
however. additional l'Cs may still be needed downsin-am
fur streaming media Crin Kling ooh the online services
connected to the !asinine originating PC via a IAN or
real -lime audio paths. (For IAN.. tile siic is still an issue
Thorium. Many sound cants retain the ability 50 apply
perceptual coding to audio signals or IMO )mpressed

A few sound -card manufacturers offer custom OF .h1
work for more sophisticated bricidcast SYSICII1S. which

Current
sound card de-

signs offer many flexible op-
tions. like the Antex LX -44. a PCI bus card with
multiple inputs and outputs.

will allow tighter integration of midstream services into
a single platform. This is another departure from previous
practice. in which an off -the -shelf. general-purpose de-
sign was the norm.

New form factors
Early ISA bus designs evolved into PCI cards. increasing

the capability of sound cards to address the CPI: at higher
resolutions and with a greater number of channels. More

recently. highly capable designs
have been manufactured for
PCMCIA cards as well. These
cardsare particularly welcome
to radio reporters because
they alknv complete field
prxxludion on lapuip l'Cs.

More recently, the sound
card has moved to a two-
piece design. with an um-
bilical between the PCI or
PCMCIA interface and an
outboard box. The latter
contains A/D and 1)/A
converters and multiple,
standard audio connec-
tors of either Ixulanced or
unbalanced varieties (i.e..

RCA. IS. IRS. XLR). Many cards also offer AliS or
SPDIF digital 1.0. Besides logistical convenience and
added connection reliability. these features contribute to
lower noise floors. particularly because sensitive analog
cimiits were now outside of the high -NF environment
Bound within the computer chassis.

Pnibably the latest trend in sound cards is a stand-alone
der ice that acts as an audio I 0 device on an Etlxxnet
network (LAN or WAN). These devices connect directly
to the network. generally at 10BaseT speed.. with no

i I.E.^.,:illz;11.--:-ldf:.-32
The UNMAN/WEB Newsroom System
Now Connecting Jacor Coast to Coast

;.' : I
,i ,i ,I, it ..;', l'.11,';'., }
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Prophet Sys ovations
Together, let's m e great radio!

We started this company with a single goal -to be the
best! My staff likes to joke about my "speech". I stress
that we can be the system of choice if we SIMPLY provide
the best software, the best hardware, the best support,
the best sales service, the best training, the best

installation, etc. Simple strategy? But, my message gets through loud and
clear -1 don't settle for average!

From this mandate and the already powerful AudioWizard software comes
NexGen DigitalTM. More than an upgrade, NexGen takes a decade of
experience in digital automation and offers you the virtual radio system to
take you into the next century.
-Kevin Lockhart, PSI President

PSI
PROPHET SYSTEMS

4 rt t) v I t rt. .

Sales'
Support
E -Mall
Web.

(8OO) 6584403
(800) 658.4396
saleooprophetsys.coni
www.prophetsys.com

NexGen Digital feature
 Compressed or non -compressed

audio
 Real-time status of up to 128
local network workstations

 A single PC running a station
 Redundancy using multiple file

servers
 Individual user preference

records
 Customized default
configuration

 High speed digital audio
extraction

 Timesaving drag and drop
capabilities

 Pot status window
 Voice -track recording concurrent

with programming
 Instant and seamless mode and

shift changes

Circle (123) on Free Info Card



Next Wave
need for a host PC. They are ad-
dressed as remote terminals by other
PCs on the network and can be
physically distributed wherever they
are required for audio collection or
delivery. 11w sound files they create
are sent via the network to PC.s or
servers for storage and manipulation.

Properly configured, these embed-
ded devices can accommodate doz-
ens or even hundreds of channels of
audio I/O. Remote machine control
via RS -232. ( or contact elosurcs

may also be included. along with DSP
for rudimentary local audio process-
ing. Typical applications include court-
room logging input, zoned or smart
PA systems and home automation.
Astute broadcast -systems designers
may find applications for these devic-
es around the radio facility as well.

Enhancements
Incremental advances continue to

appear in many sound -card prod-
ucts, providing qualitative and quan-

CartWorks
Digital Audio Systems

The Choice is Easy !
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Live Assist/Cart Replacement
The first truly user friendly digital audio
system. A perfect replacement for those
aging cart machines. Operate manually like a
six deck cart machine or use Script
Automation for advanced live assist features.
You won't need a staff of computer wizards
to operate it either. Because CartWorks is
designed to look and operate like traditional
broadcast equipment, it's easy to learn and
use.

Satellite Automation
All the features of our Live Assist worksta-
tions plus advanced Satellite Automation.
Includes 8X2 stereo audio switcher arid
everything you need for live, local sounding
satellite automation.
CartWorks' powerful Script Automation
provides more than just the standard
features. Extended control capabilities tackle
even the most demanding applications.
And there's no macro language to learn. It s
all controlled from a simple Windows' point
and click interface.

On The Air

143

VI I

23

Music -On -Hard -Drive
Designed after the original CartWorks
friendly user interface, here's a professional
Music -On -Hard -Drive system that's simple to
operate yet powerful.
Sound live 24 -hours a day with pre-recorded,
In -context voice tracks that match what's
actually on the air.

To keep things simple, Spot sets are played
from a familiar cart deck. Music log events
are played from a music log
CartWorks MHD accepts logs from most any
of your favorite music schedulers. Or use our
included Quick Scheduler.
Switching between automated and live assist
modes is as simple as pressing a single
button.
And options are available to easily add
Satellite Automation CartWorks MHD won't
drain your budget or your brain.

Like all CartWorks products, it's backed by
24 -hour technical support

Prices start at $ 4,995
For information call: 1-800-795-7234

Complete!
Or visit us on the web: www cartworks.com

titative improvements. To wit, 20 -hit
converters are now common, with
24 -hit resolution and 96kHz sam-
pling available on some of the most
recent designs. The best of today's
sound cards couple these high -reso-
lution digital signals with audiophile -
quality analog circuitry and board
design, careful filtering, plus bal-
anced I/O and extensive internal use
of differential signal paths. This de-
sign provides a level of audio fidelity
previously unattainable with PC
sound cards.

Some newer sound cards also offer
Dolby AC3 encoding onboard, al-
lowing easy creation of 5.1 -channel
audio files for surround -sound pro -
grains. Other units include high -qual-
ity microphone or instrument inputs
that allow direct connection to the PC
without an intervening mixer.

Another recent advance is the inte-
gration of MIDI and synchronization
ports on the sound card. This capa-
bility provides a measure of simpli-
fied control via a single user -inter-
face. It also saves peripheral slots and
their associated impact on the host
PC and OS by allowing a single card
to provide the functions previously
performed by several. Such a card
can allow audio production software
running on its host PC to act as slave
or master to a variety of other out-
board devices as well as locking the
computer to house word clock. When
used as a master, these new cards
tend to exhibit remarkably low jitter
compared with earlier designs.

Would you like software with
that?

All sound cards come with some
software, but the user does not al-
ways understand the impact that this
software will have on the card's per-
formance. Most sound -card problems
can be traced to the drivers- small
data files that act as glue between the
host platform's OS (and by exten-
sion, the audio application running
in that environment) and the sound -
card hardware. No matter how well
the hardware is designed, without a
reliable driver, it is destined to fre-
quent failures - typically manifested

Circle (124) on Free Info Card
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Meet the
"Morning Show Team?

Instant music, instant sound

Instant Replay.....
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Instant Replay'2.0
HARD DISK DIGITAL AUDIO

Fast and easy editing for news
and listener call -ins.

The New Short/cut '99 has arrived!
Short/cut '99 delivers these exciting new
features:

 Variable length cross -fades
 Programmable Fade In and Fade Out
 Gain adjustment of selected audio with ramping
 .WAV, .BWF and .AIFF file import and export
 External sample rate synchronization
 D -NET' Echo

Get superior audio quality, true cut -and -paste
waveform editing, massive hard disk storage and
support for external removable media drives:'
all in one compact, easy -to -use package.

effects, instant fun.

 Holds up to 1,000 "carts" of any length,
from milliseconds to hours.

 10 banks of 50 programmable Hot Keys.
It's like having 50 cart machines pre -loaded
and ready to fire.

 Up to 24 hours of total on-line audio storage.
 "Find" button locates any cut instantly.

There is nothing taster, easier, or cooler! You
can finally let go of your analog cart machines
and associated maintenance headaches. Or, if
you're running automation, now you have the
perfect compliment fur those times when you
need to play something, and you need it now.

BROADCAST AUDIO EDITOR

Attention call letter stations!' You're only a
phone call away from a free 10 -day Test Drive.

So try it out. We'll understand if
you don't give it back.

(818) 991-0360 PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO

VISIT US AT NAB RADIO SHOW BOOTH #1351

For more information call (818) 991- 0380 / Fax (fi IR) 99 I -1.160 / c mad it $11)0360SyS10111% doll / Wobsile www.360sysleins.com

Oc!.onal bp." dlrves available from 360 Systern%.
-owl y000 in U S and Canada °ivy
0 1999 :160 Systems Circle (125) on Free Info Card



Next Wave
as system crashes, lockups and painfully audible artifacts.

Nevertheless. no one likes to write drivers. I lattlwan.-
designers are often unonnfortable doing sic, and soft-
ware writers look down their
noses at such a menial task.
Drivers are rarely
credited as

Theh e

Digigram
NCX200 ex-
emplifies a new
form factor for sound
cards. The unit serves as
a stand-alone audio terminal
that connects directly to an
Ethernet network.

gam solutions: they are
the offensive line tithe software stack. hut without got id
(and up-to-date) drivers. all is lost. Keep this stn mind as
you peruse the sound -card maikeiplace or in iiibleslu rot
your current system

Some sound turfs also CI NM with audio application
software. ranging from shareware and utility bundles to
full-blown multitrack editors. In some cases, this software
can add significant value to your sound card and may
eliminate the need for additional software purchases.

The range of available products in the sound -card
market is wide and ever-growing. In many cases.

a cheap solution is all that is required. as is
the Cliff() with a monitor -only work-

station. Nevertheless, for any
ixiint at which program audio
enters or exits a computer or
nowt irk. the sound card will
he the limiting factor for the
audio quality of the entire dig-

ital production delivery system. This pivot-
al hardware choice is made more complicated

by the addition of new limn factors and the changes
in fundamental design of sound cards. Clearly, this is not

a decision to be taken lightly: it deserves adequate study.
Whether you art- stuffing a PC yourself or buying a

turnkey system Iron an automation venclor he sure to
check under the hood and verify that you're getting the
audio performance you require from the system's sound
Cards.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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MAGER
 SYSTEMS

t in Sound Furnitui

For over 20 wars Broadcageis :lationteide have come to NI..19ei wsem. 101 e \uisitely
designed studio finbiture Our unique construction. along with solid mxxl and titian. materials.
means wur furniture is built to last. In fact. we've made the design and comstruction of studio
furniture as much an art form as it is a btbiness. Every installation is backed be a 10 year
warranw Our crudity is affordable and can
accs gnmodale every budget from economy
to shmkplace. Call today and discover /
Mt: Mager Sy lens is the best in ,<",

Slind Furniture.
We re proud to say

MN) the
Radio World

Cool Stuff
Award at

NAB '99.

I) I

WILSONART

easy

MMMMM NA110Al
Mager Systems Is proud to offer IA/Outlay!
Gibraltar solid surface. Gibraltar Is o non porous.
stone -like, solid surface material This premium

motertal has beauty. strength arid durability that is

easy to care for Gibraltar is wadable in 32 rich colors.
plus. it is backed by 0 lull 10 year installed. hmiled teurrarriv
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NEW VLZ PRO . THE FIRST COMPACT MIXERS
WITH ESOTERIC MIC PREAMP
SPECS AND SOUND QUALITY. ---

You won't find any other mixer

manufacturer admitting this dirty
little truth: For years. expensive

outboard mic preamplifiers have

yielded better sound than the
preamps in any size mixing console

including "status mega -consoles." In

fact, if you happen to have numerous

extra thousands in cash lying around.

we urge you buy an esoteric mic

preamp or two or three right now.
 But if your equipment budget is
slightly more down to earth we'd
like you to enjoy the benefits of the

MS140241" PRO
6 XDR-mic preamps

%V. 14 .2  4

pot.
mono

m inputs )

extra ALT 1-4 stereo bus

CR1604411 PRO
16 XDR-micpreamps

1614.2  16 mono
- - ... 1711C line inputs

--------  tt 4 sub groups
 rotatable I/O pod

$39 that.
Dirnas. All rights
ownid Met -
4."4 IN Nu,
Mae rim,.

Inn
00 Mn.44#

irn Yll a

ate ha ir,r
Atadite

MS120241.1 PRO
4 XDR mot preamps
1112  4 stereo hne 1 , 1.

inputs  4 M0110

mic/line Inputs '
extra ALT 3-4 stereo bus

CYNIC'S CORNER. Did we just slap a

new buzzword on our "old" VIZ mixers?

Emphatically NO! We spent two years

and a quarter of a million dollars to
produce the first no -compromise mixer

microphone preamplifier design. ROIL"

is a quantum leap ahead of anything
but the most expensive outboard mic

preamps. Plug a high -quality condenser

mic into a VLZ Pro compact mixer and

you'll hear the difference. Run a side -

by side comparison with a 1000 -per -

channel esoteric mic preamp and you'll
be blown away.

Circle (1 2 7) on Free Into Card

most extensive analog

engineering project in

Mackie's history. The new XDR-

Extended Dynamic Range mic

preamplifier.

 Now for the first time. you can
realize the full potential of the
world's finest condenser

microphones with an

affordable compact mixer:

Room ambiance so

detailed you can practi-

cally hear the carpet

pattern _high frequency

resolution that defines

cymbals. triangles and

bells down to the
molecular level..

midrange that's as gentle

and fluid as a warm

bath...and tight. author

tative bass with

intoxicatingly rich

harmonic texture. In

short. you can now

achieve an aural

panorama that's breath

takingly realistic. excitingly
vivid and truly 3 dimensional.

 You probably think we're laying
it on a little thick-until you hear
the XDR" mic preamplifier in

person. It really does have..

 The lowest harmonic distortion
of any compact mixer clic preamp in

existence (for example. ten times less

THD than our previous VLZ-series)

 Lower Equivalent Input Noise in
the critical 20-30dB operating
range than most '2000 preamps

 Over 130dB of dynamic range to
handle hot 24-bit/196kHz outputs
from digital audio workstations
 Astonishing bandwidth
without RFI side

effects. Not only
are XDR"rnic

Warm. natural sound

0.0007% THD

130dB dynamic range
to handle 24-bit/196k
digital input sources
Lowest E.I.N. at real
world gain settings

Impedance independent

Near DC -to -light
bandwidth

The best RFI rejection
of any compact mixers

in the world

-
-7 -  awes a

preamps flat within '/in` of
a dB across the bandwidth of any known

microphone but they're only 3dB down
,it IHz and 192kHz!

 Controlled Impedance
Interface. Use the XDR.

rmc preamp with mid/

cable impedance

combinations anywhere

from 50 to 600 ohms and

get the same ruler -flat

frequency response.

 There are also XDR 
benefits you wont hear.

 The best RFI (radio
frequency interference)

rejection of any
compact mixer .. without
attenuating high

frequency response.

 Comprehensive

protection against "hot
patching" and short
circuit damage -- a

critical feature even some high end mic

preamps lack.

 The mixers are pretty cool, too.
XDR-mic prearnps are the latest

major enhancement to our

industry -standard CR1604,

MSI402 and MS1202. For more

information. call toll -free. log

onto our web site or visit
your nearest Mackie Dealer

and hear the new VII "PRO

Series. Think of them as '1000

mic preamps with superb

mixers attached.

dieideb

www.mackie.com

'te

MITE !MUUMUU'
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Main studio and public files rules revisited
By Harry Martin

The
FCC has revised and clarified some of the main

studio and public file rules that went into effect on
October 30, 1998. The rules gave licensees flexibil-

ity in locating their main studios and required that
licensees keep their public files at the main studio. The
amendments most recently adopted clarify rules regard-
ing the telephone accommodation rule and the content
of public inspection files.

The accommodation rule. Previously, the accommodation
rule required stations to make photocopies of documents in
their public and political files available by mail upon
telephone request. On reconsideration, the commission
decided that the public file would be reasonably accessible
if a station located its main studio and public file in its
community of license. There is therefore no need for
stations to accommodate telephone public file requests.

Only stations whose public files are located at a main
studio outside of the community of license's city limits are
required to provide the accommodation. The commission
also ruled that radio stations are not required to make
mailings outside the station's protected service contour
(0.5mV/m for AM and lmV/m for FM).

When asked for public file information, stations should
describe the number of pages and time periods covered by
a particular ownership report or application, or the types
of applications maintained in the station's public file and
the dates they were filed. Stations are encouraged to keep
such information on their websites.

Political file. In a reversal, the commission concluded
that stations are not required to honor telephone requests
for mailing the contents of their political files. The
commission reasoned that, because of the heavy volume
of telephone requests that occur during an election
season, daily mailings to candidates and others request-
ing contents from the political file can unduly disrupt a
station's operations.

Public file contents. The commission clarified its re-
quirements regarding the applications that must be
maintained in the public inspection file. It stated that,
although all types of applications are now required to be
retained in the file, they need only be kept while they are
pending before the commission. Applications granted
pursuant to a waiver must he kept in the public file for
the duration of the waiver's applicability.

Furthermore, the commission clarified its rules regard-
ing the retention of e -mails from the public. To ensure
that only those e -mails regarding the operation of the
station are retained, the requirement is limited to those

e -mails sent to a publicly advertised e-mail address or to
station management. Personal e -mails to staff members
are specifically excluded from the retention requirement.

Noncommercial educational slalious. 'Me commission
affirmed that noncommercial educational stations must
maintain lists of donors supporting specific programs. As
the commission stated last year, the donor list require-
ment is tied to its sponsorship identification requirements
under its rules and the Communications Act.

Main studio and public file ranters. The commission
concluded that stations that were pursuant to a main studio
or public file waiver, and are now in compliance with the
rules, are relieved of the special obligations placed on them
as a condition of granting the waiver. These obligations
included regular visits to the community by station manage-
ment, establishment of a citizens' advisory board to meet
with station management, coverage of local events in
programming, maintenance of the public file in the commu-
nity, and the provision of toll -free telephone service to the
community. Such stations are required to provide toll -free
service and coverage of local issues to the extent the rules
affecting all licensees require them to do so.

Casino gambling ruling
On June 14, the U.S. Supreme Court released a decision

finding that the commission's ban on radio and TV
advertisements of private casino gambling does not apply
to stations in Louisiana (and presumably other states)
where such gambling is legal. While it broadly criticized
the ban on broadcast gambling ads, the opinion does not
specifically address whether stations in all states where
gambling is legal may commence running gambling ads.
Indeed, the Department of Justice is reportedly reading
the Supreme Court's decision narrowly. Thus, stations
should defer action on this decision pending an an-
nouncement from the FCC.

Harry Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail marling lhh-leicornlawcom.

Dateline
Radio stations in the following states and territo-

ries must file their biennial ownership reports on
new FCC Form 323 on or before October 1:Alaska,
Florida, Hawaii, Iowa, Missouri, Oregon, Wash-
ington, American Samoa, Guam, Mariana Islands,
Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands.
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The Best Digital Systems
It's a fact: More U.S. radio stations
choose Scott Studios than any other
digital system! 2,025 U.S. stations use
4,600 Scott digital workstations. One
reason is that the Scott System is the
easiest to use. It's simple, straightfor-
ward, intuitive and powerful!
And Scott Studios' audio quality is the
very best! You choose from new 32 -
bit PCI cards by Digigram, Audio
Science or Antex. Scott Studios is
famous for our uncompressed digital
systems at a compressed price, but we
also work well with MPEG. Scott
software can record and play our
audio files on a laptop and home PC.
Scott computers are industrial quality
in 19" racks, but not proprietary:
functional equivalents are available at
most computer stores. You get 24x7
toll -free phone support. You also get
new software features free for years
from Scott's Internet site.
Scott Studios offers three different
systems in three price ranges to suit
any budget.

Good spot Box

000000000
Scott's Spot Box delivers the simplicity
of a triple -deck "cart" player plus
compact disc quality digital sound.
Spot Box has only the one screen, so
announcers always know what's
playing. On the left of the screen,
three digital players have clear labels
on each spot. VU meter bars show
levels. Buttons show countdown
times and flash as each recording ends.
At the right of the screen, "Cart Walls"
let you pick and play any recording by
name, number or category. Or,
number keys at the bottom load spots
quickly from your log.
Scott's Spot Box includes a recorder
and costs as little as $5,000. Options
include log imports from traffic
computers and music on hard drive.

True Colors
Phil Collins

:11/4:05/F HIT HM0105 8:15:47
81 for 3 Weeks In Feb. '99

Written In the Stars
Elton John & LeAnn Rimes

:1714:13/F HIT HM2608 8:18:40

Contest Promo Bed
Instrumental

:0010:30/F PRO 102214 8:22:42

Short Jingle
0-102

:00/0:06IF JIN Tont 5 8:23:02

All I Have To Give
Backstreet Boys

:00/2:45IC 101 DA1234 8:23:08

Copyri ht 1999 Scott Studios Cor ).
Shotgu
Jingle
:03 4

Weathe
Open
44 4

Gong
SFX

03

Morn-
ng

09 4

Drum
Roll

10 4

Medi
Jingle
12 4

Olds
J ingle
OS 4

Slide
Whistle
02

Slow
Jingle
14 4

PSA
ed

30B 4

Sports
Bed

60 4

News
Bed

12

Rim
Shot

01 4

Traffic
Bed

31

McDonald's 2 for S2
0: ...may vary.

:00/0:30/F COM DA4315 8:25:53

Roost
Crows
04 4

Bugle
Rem'
16 4

Woman
Yawns
02 I

Don't
Them
02 a

Gong
SFX

33 I

Contes
Bed

59 4

Weathe
Bed

13

Win
Bed

59

Appl
ause
OS 4

WOW,

01

This is the user-thehdly Scott 32 System. with 30 sets of 30 hof keys. phone editor and ea songs and
spots on lone tor instaht play, It seamlessly mixes uncompressed and MPEG digital audio'

Better AXS 2000+

AXS' (pronounced ax'-cess) 2000+ is
radio's premier digital audio system
for automation and live assist. AXS'
2000+ is fully featured, with 99 sets of
28 instant play Hot Keys, log editing in
the studio, live copy on -screen, big
countdown timers and can include a
production or phone recorder.
You also get auto -fill of network breaks
to cover missing spots, a Real Time
Scheduler, unattended net recording,
timed updates, macros and optional
time announce and WAVE file imports.
For stations with large CD music
libraries, AXS' 2000+ can also control
inexpensive consumer CD multi -pack
and 300 CD juke box players.

Best Scott 32 System

The Scott 32 System (pictured at the
upper right) is the most powerful
digital system in radio. Your log is on
the left side of the screen. Everything
plays at your touch. On the right, 30
sets of 30 Hot Keys play any spur-of-
the-moment jingles, effects or comedy.
You also get 10 "Cart Walls" with 1 or 2
second access to any recording. A
built-in recorder quickly and easily
edits phone calls, spots or pre-recorded
Voice Trax.
Scott 32 options include recording
Voice Trax while hearing surrounding
songs and spots, time or temperature
announce, Invincible seamless
redundancy with self -healing fail -
safes, newsrooms, 16 -track editors and
auto -transfer of spots and voice trax to
distant stations via Internet.
Contact us to see how one of Scott
Studios' three digital systems can be
tailored to your needs and budget.

.Scort Stactio4
13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811

8 0 0 f, 8 8 7 7

(800) SCOTT -77
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In most radio Facilities, procluc-
lion refers to any element that is
prepared before the program goes

live on -air. Production elements may
be as simple as recording a 10 -second
announcement or as involved as re-
cording audio off -site. then combin-
ing multiple elements to create the
final program. Either way. there are a
variety of tools and methods available
for developing the produced elements
of your programming.

Production studio design
Although the creative element is

still important to good radio produc-
tion, many facilities feel the pressure
of time in the production process. A
producer may only be able to devote
an hour to one project before moving
to the next. A control room with a
simple and flexible layout will max-
imize the time spent on a project.
Some facilities use
larger setups with
multiple effects
and recording
and playback
sources. The
primary func-
tion of a studio
should deter-
mine its de-
sign. Studios
designed for longer
programming seg-
ments like feature
shows will have a different
design philosophy than
those for creating spots and promos.

In the classic production studio, a
console Isktb,e focus of the room. This
setup is sigItommotaplace. Surround-
ing the console are audio recorders/
players and, frequently, some type of
editor. Reel-to-reel tape machines are
still used regularly in many facilities.
If space allows, a separate voice
booth is used in the production con-
trol room.

Commonly, the production control
room will serve as a backup control

r.

Locally produced content will
enhance a station's image.

Mix the right elements to
compose your sonic canvas.

room. Having redundancy of any
kind in a facility is always wise, but
today's production tools do not
always fit the layout suitable for on -
air use. Most radio
production is no
longer simple
stereo record-
ing.Starting the
CD player
and reading a
script directly
into the on -air
playback sys-
tem rarely
lads to quality
results. Radio pro-
duction should

enhance the
-.V

e 

sound of a station: The sound and
image of the station shoukl not he
cast aside during a commercial break.
The production studio should be a
multicolored palette, and the studio
should allow 11 creativity rather than
constraining it. A successful produc-
tion studio design will consider its
primary function first.
Just as the announcers and program

director are consulted for the design
of the air studio, the production di-
rector and producers should be con -

By Chriss Scherer,
editor

suited for their views on the produc-
tion studio. Most likely, the produc-
tion director will not want to design
the studio like an on -air control room.

The primary room function should dictate its
design. In this facility, the main production
studio (above) is a sit-down. multitrack con-

sole. The secondary studio is a stand-up
operation and backup control room.

Recording and
recorders

The two -track reel-to-reel
recorder has played a major

part in radio. Though they
still see some use, new facili-

ties are no longer installing
them by the truckload. Open
reel is still a viable format for

limited distribution. The media is
inexpensive and stores well for sev-
eral years. Analog can aLso be more
forgiving than digital. A slight mis-
alignment of a player can easily be
corrected. Analog tape can also be
quickly edited.

If you are storing tape for any
period, follow the manufacturer's stor-
age guidelines for that type of tape.
Temperature and humidity are criti-
cal variables. Proper tape storage will
ensure that your archived recordings
lag a long time.
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PRODUCTION
For digital recording, there are many

options to consider. The first is format.
For field recording, formats include
mini -disc, DAT, RAM card recorders
and laptop PCs with
hardware/software. in-
terfaces. Retrieving the
recorded audio from
these devices can
sometime be done
as a digital file trans-
fer. In some CaSeS, an

analog conversion
step may be needed.
Some of the field re-
corders can perform
basic editing functions,
too. It may be limited,
but this editing capa-
bility can save time in
the studio.

In the studio, record-
er choices vary more widely. Several
devices are direct replacements for
analog reel and cart machines. These
stereo recorders are often small enough
to allow more than one to be installed
in a studio. In the case of a studio

To recording
devices

transitioning to digital slowly, several
recorders may have been installed to
replace a piece of aging equipment.
The latest evolution in radio pro -

0

hffflfftfNlfl
A A A A A A

L
Inputs

multitrack tape was short of impossi-
ble and, when it was done, it affected
all of the audio tracks. Editing just a
single track was an acrobatic feat of

dubbing and resynchronizing.
DAWs have made managing

multiple audio tracks
much simpler.

Processor A Processor B

Figure 1. Effects routing can be done using additional mix buses and effects
sends connected directly to processors.

duction occurred with the introduc-
tion of the digital audio workstation.
DAWs have fundamentally changed
the production process. Multitrack
recording has been around for some
time (thank you, Les Paul). Editing

More on DAWs
How many tracks

do you need? De-
pending on the sys-
tem you choose, the
number of tracks may

be fixed or unlimited.
In most spot and promo
production applications,
eight tracks are usually
the average needed.
Music and feature-
length productions may

require more tracks. Some systems
have the ability to record many tracks
but play back fewer (sometimes re-
ferred to as virtual tracks). These
systems have unique applications in
radio, since commercials sometimes

One Dealer, One Focus, One Call

Trust ABG
Call us, and put our people to work for you.

10 Audio Broadcast Group MB.
ABG

MAIN/MIDWEST OFFICE NORTH CENTRAL OFFICE SOUTHEAST OFFICES SOUTHWEST OFFICE
Grand Rapids. Michigan Duluth. Minnesota Mountain Home, North Carolina Lexington, South Carolina . Palmdale. California

Voice: 800-999-9281 Voice. 800-788-8759 Voice: 800-389-7823 Voice: 800-951-7443 Voice: 800-858-9008
Fax. 616-452-1652 Fax: 218-525-0455 Fax: 8287697-2891 Fax: 803-951-3123 Fax: 805-273-3321

supporteabg.com E-mail. cgrace.abg.com clndy_edwardsOsbg.com E-mail: meorge0abg.com E-mail: tmezeyeabg.com

www.abg.com
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The Sco
:4

r -
Introducing the all new Scoop Reporter II

,1.a portable CODEC from AETA Audio. This
rugged unit combines POTS and ISDN facilities with
an integrated three -channel mixer and internal battery supply.
.Featuring 99 user programmable presets, the Scoop Reporter II w
plmuli handle two microphones and one line level input. A

balanced XLR output can be used for studio producer
IFB and Mix -Minus feeds from studio, or to feed the

AinLI, local PA. The Scoop Reporter II will operate on voltage
from 85 to 240 volts at 47 to 440Hz. When AC is not

available or fails. the unit will run on standard "D" cell alkaline
batteries. The intuitive interface is so easy to use, your talent will
be able to run a remote broadcast with no techni-
cal assistance. And with our 24 -hour technical
support, you'll never miss another field report.
The Scoop Reporter is the all -in -one box that will

the scoo here ime.

'4

jie d reporting the way it's supposed to work.

Circle (115) on Free Info Card

Available through most broadcast
equipment suppliers

SCOOP

REPORTER

I
2 ski.)

BACItip

AETA AUDIO CORPORATION

All -in -one -box with "D"
cell backup

Supports G.711, G.722,
ISO/MPEG Layer II,
ADPCM and J.52

ISDN or POTS

Three -channel mixer

PC programmable

Send and receive 20kHz
audio at 128kbs with
ISDN

Send and receive 7.5kHz
audio with POTS

NAB
e

R_us

at

Booth ach° Show
#320 for ,

,y 0 ur

f'r'ee
Li J

f -r2e Tester
75 Fleetwood Dr. Suite 200  Rockaway, New Jersey 07866 7P-60

Phone: (973) 659-0555  Fax: (973) 659-9555 Air
.00111----

Linking Innovation With Clarity www.aetausa.com



PRODUCTION
will be recut over the flight of the
spot. The music and etTects can all be
put in their proper places. and three
or more different reads can be mixed
with it to (liver a changing perk id of
time. For example. a store sale or
movie showing may have different
scripts that specify "starting next

To recording
' devices

For mixdown. only the appropriate
script is played. The other tracks are
saved for subsequent versions.

Editing a production on a DAW is
much easier than with multitrack tape.
Any producer can tell you a story
about an account executive coming
in to hear a finished production only

Distribution Amp

Figure 2. If there are more processors than there are
the outputs of the audio effects.

week," "starting tomorrow," "stalling
today" or "running I hrough the end
Hof the month" all in die same piece.

Processor Fl

Processor C

ir

Processor D

sends, a line selector can he used to route

to make a comment that a single
word needs to he removed. In analog
multitrack tape days, such a change

would wreak havoc. With DAWs,
editing a single track is easy. After the
edit is finished. many editors will
even allow you to time stretch or
squeeze the edited track into a spe-
cilic window, making the final
product sound as if were planned
that way all along.

DAV' user interfaces use either ded-
icated controllers that mimic other
familiar devices or a standard PC
keylxiard and numse. Some pniduc-
ers may Iv winfortable using a mouse
or trackball to scrub audio and mark
edit points. Others may want the feel
of a conventional mixer and soli!,
wheel. lie sure the system you choose
is conducive to the people using it.
The dedicated controllers may (list
more but may also he easier to adapt
to and find greater acceptance with
the stall. As with any critical equip-
ment purchase, arrange for as many
demonstrations as you can. Creativi-
ty seldom flows in an uncomfortable
environment. so you'll probably need
several demos ht'fore you get a true
feel for the equipment.

KRES Radio
Moberly, Missol

MURPHY
STUDIO FURNITURE

So,

We did.
They liked what they saw in
our fine furniture:

Bumpers to keep chair legs
from gouging...wood trim to
keep edges from
delarninating...sloped racks
to keep equipment safe.
Round corners to give their
rooms today's custom look.

They paid for quality, and
they got it.

How do you make certain
you get everything you pay
for in your rooms? Opt for
the sure thing in studio
furniture design -specify
Murphy Studio Furniture.

A 4151 N. I3ONITA STREET A SPRING VALLEY. CA 91977 A TEL M91698-4658 A FAX (619) 698-1268 A

V moot 307-t 060 V Email: dennisemurphystudiofurniture.com V Web: murphystudiofurniture.com V

Our service goes beyond design and fabrication, to total management of your concept's execution.

Wood Trim Corners  Passive Ventilation  Built -In VVireways  Multiple Access Panels  Ease of Installation
Circle (116) on Free Info Card
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Elegant
Analog

Instant
Digital

256 X 256 LARGE  MONO/STEREO  WIDE VARIETY OF CONTROL PANELS  118dB ANALOG DYNAMIC RANGE  DISTRIBUTED MULTI -PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE

1141111041?

f the migration to digital is in your future,

.11111

then this is the route to take. Introducing the

large size, big performance analog router that

also speaks fluent digital. A true hybrid that

allows you to scale the number of analog and
digital ports as needed, now and in the future.

And even better, the SAS64000 creates a forward

path to AES/EBU digital audio without creating

analog obsolescence.

This means you can mix your analog and digital I/O in

the same rot.ter frame. 5o direct analog to analog. or

digital to digital. Or mix it up with 24 bit conversion

analog to digital and vice versa. Either way, this

unique architecture sports flawless signal integrity

and non -blocking flexibility.

And it's wonderfully simple, just plug in our new digital

Dort expander and that's it. Welcome to digital!

-co -existing richly with analog in the same framework.

There's lots more to tell. Call us: 818 840 6749. Fax us:

818 840 6/51. E-mail us: sales@sasaudio.com Check the

Web site: sasaudio.com And of course, snail mail: 2112

North Glenoaks Blvd. Burbank. California 91504 USA
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Anyone can take a device and shove it in a rack. It takes something special to make
the product more intelligent in the process. Something special has arrived...

modem  parallel printer port  battery backup  surge supression

The RAK-1 Intelligent Rack Adapter provides data communications
and printing capabilities, a battery backed power supply, telephone line surge
supression and front panel indicators. It's all combined in a sleek new alumi-
num rack -mountable chassis for one low price. And perhaps best of all, it
protects your investment by using the RFC -1/B system that you already have!

The ultimate upgrade for the RFC -1/13!

4. Sine Spfgrps ,,

615 228 3500 (vox)
615 227 2367 (fax)
615 227 2393 (f.o.cl)
www.slnesystems.com
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consoles

RADIO
FURNITURE
geared iou'ards
the next genemlion
of radio
eilvironments

SETTING NEW STANDARDS OF EXCELLENCE, ENGINEERING & DESIGN

1:11[1 1  8 0 0  7 3 5  2 0 7 0
Or Contact Your Local Forecast Distributor www.forecast-consoles.com
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PRODUCION
From editing to on -air
Once finished, a production has to

be made available for on -air play-
back. For longer programs, this may
entail a mixdown to DAT or CD. lithe
on -air playback system has sufficient
storage space, the program can be
loaded directly into it.
Transferring a finished production

from a DAW to the on -air system is a
concern for many stations. If the two
systems cannot directly communi-
cate, you may need to play the final
work in real time and record it into
the on -air system in much the same
way as dubbing to analog cart. It

makes more sense to feed the digital
production into the on -air system in
a more direct fashion in less time
while retaining any identification in-
formation (e.g., title, creator, run
dates). Most DAWs and on -air sys-
tems can at the very least transfer a
.wav or a .bwf file. Some manufactur-
ers have also offered ideas for stan-
dards to be adopted among all man-
ufacturers. These standards would
make the transfer process completely
seamless (see the accompanying story
on the cart chunk proposal).

Some on -air playback systems have
built-in or optional editors. Equip-
ment from a common manufacturer
will naturally have its own transparent
interface. Some manufacturers have
also worked together to provide inter-
faces between their brands of equip-
ment. In some cases, this interface is
an on -screen emulation of the on -air
system from the DAW.

With any digitally based system,
electrical power is a concern. Be sure
to have any critical equipment on a
UPS. Even a small UPS can prevent a
disaster by allowing an orderly save
and shutdown in the event of a
power failure.

Having an effect
Routing signals within a station is

not limited to analog audio. Digital
audio and control are also seeing
more distributed uses. In production,
many of the same routing consider-
ations for on -air use apply to getting
sources into the studio. One unique
routing application, however, con-
cerns equipment within the studio.
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r - - - -When you need to nail the sound -
1

COURIER, the portable recorder from Sonifex,
is the breakthrough in portable digital audio
recording that journalists and sound recordists
have been waiting for. The Courier records to
and plays back from a PCMCIA hard -disk or
flashcard. It records standard mpeg compressed,
linear .wav, or broadcast .way files. With the
use of a scrub -wheel, graphical LCD waveform
and undo actions, non-destructive editing is the
easiest in the business with the Courier. The I

Courier uses standard camcorder batteries or AA
cells, and comes with a power supply/charger
that can be used in any country. It's light weight
1 .5kg (31b), so it's not going to be a burden in
daily use, and has professional XLR connectors.

www.independentaudio.com -
info@independentaudio.com or 207.773.2424

INDEPENDENT AUDIO

SONIFEX
www.indepencientaudio.com or 43 Deerfield Road Portland, Maine 041 01-1 805 Phone(207)773 2424 Fax(207)773-2422
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Check out the new
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MICROPHONES
DPA Microphones /

TGI North America Inc.
300 Gage Ave., Suite #1

Kitchener, ON Canada N2M 2C8
Tel: (519) 745-1158
Fax: (519) 745-2364

Toll Free Dealer Fox Order line:
{800)525-7081
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PRODUCTION
The home recording and project studio markets have

made DSP-based effects processors popular. Sonic of the
budget -priced equipment may not have specifications
worthy of your air chain but may be suitable for produc-
tion use. especially lOr reverb effects in which the output
of the processor is added at a considerably lower level
than the original signal. lie sure to match gain structures
with any consumer or semipro equipment to the high-
level, balanced equipment already in use. This is espe-
daily important if longer cable runs are used.

There are many methods of routing effects processors.
One of the simplest is feeding the pnwessor directly from
the console audition bus or auxiliary send and the output
of the processor into a channel input or effects return (see
Figure 1). This method gives little flexibility but may work
well if there are not many outboard loxes.

Figure 2 shows another approach that works well with
multiple processors and few ellects sends. In this exam-
ple, only one effects send and return is used. The
proces.sors are all fed the same signal. The line selector
determines which output is heard. Sonic electronic line
switchers also have the capability to mix inputs. Depend-
ing on the effect used, this may offer additional flexibility.

For ultimate flexibility, patch hays are still the most cost-
effective way to go (see Figure 3). One trade-off is that
installation can take lime. The advantage is that any

iuiiuiiiimi
I A A

1 1 1 1

Patch Ray
travnallat

tfi
Inputs

Figure 3. Patch bays offer the most flexibility in audio routing.
Effects can be cascaded if desired. Channel insert points can
also be used for more flexibility.

source or input can be connected to any other input or
source. You can also make sonie patch hay to XLR (or
other connector) cables for last-minute connections of
the processor of the day that is being road tested.
Sonic DAWs have send and return capability built-in.

In Figures 1. 2 and 3. the DAW can sulisiitutt. the
console connections.

Listen up!
Although air studios are not al .ivs designed as proper

listening environments, production studios should be.
Production should be a quality -control checkpoint. With
DAWs, this may be a slight challenge.

Depending on the usage of the studio. the producer
may sit at the console or the l)AW during mixdown. The
primary listening position should he set up in the position
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PRODUCTION
used most often. It may seem strange
to ix isition the monitors around the
DAW. but the producers will
accept the configuration af-
ter sitting in it fora short time.

It may he necessary to in-
stall a secondary monitor-
ing position around the
other position. The sec-
ond set of monitors may
also serve as an alternate
set of monitors for the
first position. For exam-
ple. it far -field monitors are
used around the DAW. use
near -fields over the console.
The alternate monitor choice
will help identify any au-
dio problems.

If possible. allow for some
method of checking stereo pham.. A
mono select on the monitors is a

simple setup. You may he able to
install a phase monitor display as well.
Soma smaller units now aV3 il:tbk can
he installed in tight locations. includ-
ing a meter bridge. Whatever method
you choose, be sure the producers

know how to use it and how to correct
any problems that are encountered.

Oft -axis monitoring does not allow producers to accurately hear
everything. A second monitoring system may be needed.

In situations where a separate voice-
over booth is used, additional mon-
itoring must be in place. Clear and

simple communication between the
announcer and the hoard operator is

important. Many consoles offer
some type of talkback cir-
cuitry that can be used or
modified to your basic

needs. For more elabo-
rate communication, or if
multiple studios are tied
together, a dedicated sys-
tem may be needed.

Creating content and the
artistry that goes along with

it requires talented produc-
ers. You can't force someone
to be creative, but you can
provide a suitable environ-
ment in which to create the
next masterpiece.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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A bridge between systems:
The cart chunk proposalBy Dick Pierce

and Geoff Steadman
The last decade has witnessed tre-

mendous growth in the use of technol-
ogy in radio applications. The use of
digital audio editing workstations for
radio production is common, and on -
air delivery and automation systems are
widely accepted. Users continue to
wonder when all these systems will
actually work together; there seem to
be as many file formats available as
there are system vendors.

Cross -platform links have been made to
connect specific production workstations
to specific on -air systems, generally as
strategic alliances between vendors. Al-
though such links can work well, they
can be expensive to engineer and imple-
ment and inflexible because of their de-
pendence on proprietary database and
audio formats. Problems with synchro-
nizing engineering teams across company
borders are compounded by compati-
bility problems that may arise as a result
of software revisions.

Most on -air delivery systems use com-
mon traffic and continuity data to de-
scribe a piece of audio, including title,
start and end dates, timer markers, out -

cues, cut numbers and other elements.
Meanwhile, as audio becomes increas-
ingly tile based, the WAVE format has
become a de facto standard for audio
file interchange.

The WAVE format has extendibility
through the use of chunks (self-contained
packets of data within a .wav file). Orban
has coupled this with the commonality of
traffic data to propose a new chunk which
allows the on -air information to ride along
with the audio (in effect, a digital cart
label). Dubbed the cart chunk and mod-
eled after the EBU's Broadcast Wave File,
the contents and format of this new data
type were derived from a variety of industry
applications and lengthy discussions with
many users and vendors.

Rather than further propagate the prob-
lems associated with proprietary data
formats, the decision was made to go
public and submit a standards proposal
to the European Broadcast Union and
Audio Engineering Society. This opens
up the definition process to industry
participants for the benefit of all, without
allowing any single participant to con-
trol it for a competitive advantage. The
seed has been planted, and the process
and outcome belong to the radio industry,

to users and vendors alike.
The goal of the proposal is that the cart

chunk will substantially reduce the bur-
den of integrating diverse radio applica-
tions by acting as an interchange protocol
between systems. A finished production
with the cart -chunk information could be
distributed to multiple on -air systems,
and each one would automatically insert
the information in its database.

With the continuity information already
attached, the on -air system merely trans-
lates it into a form suitable for its own
internal representation and incorporates it
into its own native database. Carrying the
information around as an integral part of the
audio itself means that finished productions
can be shared among various on -air sys-
tems, even those from different vendors.

The concept is fairly simple and the
technology already exists to develop this
type of open standard. The intent is to
benefit the broadcasting industry by in-
troducing a common standard.

The current cart chunk proposal can
be viewed at www.orban.com/orban/
techforum/audicy/pages/nab_cart/
1999NabCart.pdf.

Dick Pierce is senior software developer,
Audicy. Geoff Steadman is product man-
ager, editing systems, for Orban, San
Leandro, CA.
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Specify Andrew HELIAX" Coaxial Cables
When it comes to reliability, only Andrew backs its claims with our industry -leading

10 -year warranty.

With it's exceptional ruggedness, greater copper content, and improved high power
handling capabilities, Andrew HELIAX" helps radio broadcasters control system
costs, improve system reliability. and decrease "unscheduled maintenance."

Save yourself some worry Save yourself some money Specify Andrew
HELIAX' coaxial cables

For more information on Andrew HELIAX transmission line solutions featuring
the industry's best warranty, contact your authorized Andrew distributor

Or contact Andrew

ANDREW,
in A Communicating World,

Andrew Is Everywhere

Andrew Corporation
10500 W. 153rd Street
Orland Park, IL 60462
1-800-DIAL-4RF

Visit our Web Sue di giuweiwww.andrew.c,
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By Dana Martin, associate editor

Find out if you make what you're worth.
The 1999 BE Radio Salary Survey
will help you see if your earnings

hit the mark.

any people derive satisfac-
tion from doing their jobs
well, from possessing spe-

cialized skills that are invaluable to
the companies they work for. As an
engineer, you're hound to feel a

sense of pride when you successfully
complete an air studio or even when
you carry out an everyday task, like
aligning a CD player. Nevertheless.
you also want to see your value
reflected in your paycheck, and the
BE Radio 1999 Salary Sant!), will
help you determine where you stand
in relation to your peers.
The survey is designed to deter-

mine salary levels among BE Radio
readers for select title groups, to
examine salary trends, and to consid-

er broadcast salaries as they relate to
SBF certification. lids year's survey
also induckw feedback on how to
minimize the exodus from the field of
radio broadcasting: respondents
were asked for input on lxin to
retain existing engineers and attract

new talent to the field.
Cover letters and questionnaires

were sent to 1.168 BE Radio sub-
scribers selected on an nth name
basis among radio station and net-

work subscribers. Of these. 394
usable surveys were returned. lOr
a response rate of 34 percent.
The survey targeted three groups:

station nunagement, staff engineers
and contract engineers. For analysis.
each of these groups was broken
down into the MSA rank groups Top
50 and Below Top SO. Response
subcategories are delineated as fol-
lows: 105 station managers (44 loft
50.61 Below Top 50): 165 staff engi-
neers (81 l'op 50. 84 Below Top 50):
and 124 contract engineers (38 Top
50, 86 Below Top 50). For station
management. specific job titles in-
clude general manager. station man-
ager. vice president of operations.
operations manager/director. pro-
gram director, production manager
and news director. For the staff engi-
neering category. specific job titles
include vice president of engineer-
ing/corporate director of engineer-
ing. chief engineer/market director
of engineering and technical direc-
torlmanager.

'Die informa-
tion gathered
in this survey
is intended to
illustrate lin xrd
trends in the
radio industry
and is not mi.unt
to lie used as the sole sr /1.11W for

dciemrining sabricw. Rather, the data
should be treated as a starting point for
salary ranges. Factors such as the cost

of living in a specific region and the
demand for a particular job are also
important in determining the salary
range for a position.

Increases
.lost engineers received a salary

increase in the 12 months prior to the
survey, especially those in the Top 50
market. rdly-nine percent of station
numgers, 79 percent of staff engi-
neers and 47 percent of contract engi-
neers in this market received salary
increases. Station managers in the
Below Top 50 market fared almost as
well as their Top 50 counterparts, with
56 percent reviving increases. Staff
engineers and contract engineers in
the Below Top 50 markets fared sub-
stantially worse than their Top 50
fixers. About three of evil) live staff
engineers (57 percent) received in-
creases. Contract engineers in this
market fared the worst. Just over one
in five (22 percent) was fortunate
enough to see an increase. This abys-
mal statistic. however, cannot he
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Estimated Median Salaries for Station Management

blamed wholly on the radio industry because most
of the contract engineering respondents do not
earn all of their money from radio broadcasting
work. (Nearly 40 percent earn less than half of their
income fro rot radio broadcasting, compared with
only 18 percent who receive 1(X) percent of their
compensation from such empkiyment.)

Overall. 66 percent of respondents in the Top 50
market received increases, compared with only
44 percent of those in the Below Top 50 market.
Station managers and staff engineers in the Below
Top 50 market who received raises had a median increase
of 5 percent. I percent more than their peers in the Top 50
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We understand broadcast

technology and are experienced
in the design of broadcast and

production facilities. We
understand the roles of your
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with your next project, visit us at
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101 South Pennsylvania Street

Indianapolis, Indiana 462043684

ph: 311,633440 It: 311.633.4153
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market. And those contract engineers who got raises got
the healthiest raises of all. the median increase for those
in the Top 50 market was 7.5 percent, compared with a
respectable 5 percent in the Below Top 50 market. Across
the board, the median increase was 5 percent.

Salaries on the rise, mostly
Salaries kw station management in the Below Top SO

market increased by 36 percent from 529.375 in 1998 to
539.999 in 1999. In the Top 50 market, the median salary
dropped to 542,500, down 15 percent from $40,999 in
1998 and down 4.2 percent from $44,374 in 1997.

Both Top 50 market and Below Top 50 market staff
engineers continue to receive increases in median sala-
ries. Median salaries for stall engineers in the Below Top
50 market increased 14 percent, to 542,500. Top 50
market staff engineers had an increase in median salary
of 6 percent from last year, to $59,444.

In the Top 50 market, salaries for contract engineers
have increased for the past three years. Their compensa-
tion rose 33 percent since 1998, to 546.667. Though they
experienced a salary increase of 21 percent from 1997 to
1998, contractors in the Below Top 50 market saw
declines in 1999. Their median salary dropped by 13
percent to $37,000.

Certification
The number of SBE Certified engineers has continued to

drop over the last three years. from 41 percent in 1997 to
36 percent in 1998, to 34 percent in 1999. There is still,
however, an incentive for obtaining SBE certification: In
general, those who are certified receive a higher salary
than those who are not. For staff engineers, this trend has
been consistent over the last three years. In 1997. certified
engineers earned approximately 4.7 percent more than
non -certified engineers. In 1998, the gap narrowed a bit to
approximately 3.5 percent. ibis year's results show an
even greater margin between those with and without
certification: Certified staff engineers earn a median salary
of 559.999, compared with $47,500 for non -certified staff
engineers, or a difference of approximately 21 percent.

In contrast, the numbers pan out differently for contract
engineers: Those without certification earn a median salary
of $42,150, compared with $37,500 for those with SBE
Certification. Perhaps this income disparity reflects the fact
that, for contract engineers, certification is not the primary
criteria used in a contractor's selection. Contract engineers
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SMARTP SRPT-40 Cellcast GX-500
SMARTP POTS Codec Frequency agile RBS-400 Cellular remote Remote mixer

1 and 4 audio channel
models available

remote transmitter
VIIF and UHF frequency
agile models available

broadcast studio Available in August

Wth Fall remote season

around the corner, it's

time to prepare your game

plan to increase income.

Don't rely on worn out

gear that could leave

you speechless on the

sidelines. MARTIN has

a remote package for every

station's needs - RPU,

Cellular, POTS, VHF/UHF

Frequency Agile, and more.

And MART! tackles the

competition when it

comes to reliability, high

performance and value.

Contact MAR77 or your favorite MAR77 distributor

today and get in on the savings in time for
Fall sports remotes. Check out our web site at
www.marti.bdcast.com for a complete listing
of products and MARTI distributors, or call
MARTI at 817-645-9163.

ARTIELECTRONICS
Performance Value Leader
A BROADCAST ELECTRONICS COMPANY
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Estimated Median Salaries for Staff Engineers

S70 inn,
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$40,000
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an, frequently hired to fill a staffing contract
a shun -term matelyshortage or cc implete

project. and they are
often needed in a pit
In these Cases. availabil-
ity and experience may
weigh more hear it in

the hiring decision than
cl()es accreditation.

It would be prema-
ture to label this appar-
ent reversal as a true
salary trend. consider-
ing this is the first time.
in the last three years,

that in-cen died
contract engi-
neers have made
more than their
cen ified miller -

pans. lit 1997, lice

median salaiy kir
eenificd contract
engineers was

to that of
the non -certified
engineers and. in
1998, certified

engineers earned approxi-
18 percent more than dime

without certification. Furthermore. it
is difficult to quantify the compensa-
tion of contractors. because their in-
come is often supplemented by sourc-
es other than radio broadcasting. In
this light, it is difficult to assess wheth-
er certification is a limiting factor in the
contractor's cunipensatiOn.

Retaining staff
With the number of high-tech posi-

tions on the rise, it is harder than ever
to retain existing technical staff at
radio stations, let alone bring new
professionals into the fray. Our re -

SIN indents offered their
insigl its on how to keep
technicians around as
well as attract new em-
ployeesto the field. The
first and perhaps most
obvious solution is to
oiler more competitive
salaries. Respondents
led that their salaries
must be on par with
other technical fields.
including computing

Estimated Median Salaries for Contract Engineer,
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Remote Monitoring and
Control for Any Size Site
Davicom systems provide all the automated monitoring,
reporting and control functions you need to keep your
site(s) operational and legal!

System sizes for small, medium and large
applications
Multi -site capability
Works with almost all sensing devices
Prices include relays, voice operation and PC
software for Windows 95/98 and DOS

davicom
iechnologies

Toll -free: 1-877-327-4832
fax: 609-653-1075
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HEAD ON, "THE BEST
TRAFFIC SYSTEM IN

THE BUSINESS."

Computer Concepts V.I. (Visual Traffic) is

the -best traffic system in radio.- And for

good reason. Its Windows- based visual

interface is easy to learn and V.T. offers

multi station capabilities from one location.

Add to that pre -defined management reports,

station split functions for billing, AIR, commis-

sions and more you'll soon discover why VI makes

it safe to play in traffic.

It's the most flexible, fully integrated

traffic system available today.

STOPand take a moment to

evaluate your current traffic system.

With Vis management oriented approach,

you'll keep pace with our rapidly changing

industry whether you run one station or several

groups of stations.

Windows is a nattered trademark of Microsoft

04/Computer Concepts
Corporation

1317S Klcinec Drive  Lenexa. KS 00214 11411 rcc I -61e1215.6 iSli i i 54I AMMO I ax ee  e.;%elnniptecrl'onceptd'orproin
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and telecommunicat'ons. Such
fields require about the same
amount of training. yet easily out-
match the broadcasting industry
in terms of pay and benefits.
Other considerations include

treating engineers as profession
:as. offering more education and
training to help them keep up
with the growing and ever-chang-
ing demands of broadcasting.
and improving the work environment
and overall attractiveness of the field.

Engineers Having SBE Certification

Respondents point out that the hours
and responsibilities of the job are

often deterrents
to entering the
field, especially if
compensation
does not reflect
these job de-
mands. Further-
more, especially
with consolida-
tion. some engi-
neers feel they are

expected to pro-
duce greater re-
sults with fewer
resources. These

F Airitated Median Salaries by lob Function
Stan Engine Contract Engineers

1.4"i 19911 1947

Certi

1.191 SBE Certifi.

1996 ,ari"

engineers would
like to have suffi-
cient staff and tools
to complete projects
smoothly without
being overtaxed. To
attract young peo-
ple to the field. re-
spondents indicate
that more high
school and college

recruiting programs should be created.
Though this year's survey results re-

flect another year of growth and pros-
perity, the individual voices in our
crowd indicate that the industry must
still overcome substantial hurdles. Each
year's results help to establish a base-
line for future developments. Never-
theless, with consolidation on the rise
and other variables in tow, the long-
term growth of the industry remains to
lx- seen.

Editor's note: The complete results of the BE
Radio 1999 Salary Survey are available for
$50 each Contact Matt Muckerman al (913)
967-1946 or e-mail beradio@intertec.com
for more information.

Call the
Pioneers!

970.949.7774 800  345VSAT
8 7 2 8

Back in 1988 when NSN introduced VSAT satellite technoloff to the

broadcast industly, there were fewer than 1,500 VSAT terminals in the

USA. Today there are over 150,000!

Over the years, we've installed more than 150 uplinks and over 2,800

remote sites worldwide. And we've blazed a few trails including the

first ComStream 150/MPEG VSAT digital audio and data networks in

the USA, Venezuela, and the Bahamas; the first "store & forward"

localized satellite audio networks in the USA; and the first VSAT SCPC

paging data distribution network in Hong Kong.

NSN's unmatched integration experience has made us the nation's

preferred choice for VSAT networks. We are the largest authorized

distributor of ComStream digital audio equipment. The recent addition

of Wegener's digital audio product line provides us with an extensive

array of the finest satellite equipment and broadcast communications

products to meet your needs. NSN offers complete, turnkey networks

with spacetime for coast -to -coast stereo audio starting at just

31,595 per month! Look to us for.

q Satellite Data Networks

q Satellite Internet Connectivity

q ,Vetwork Design & Licensing

q Domestic & International Spacelime
q 24 -Hour Technical Support
q Installation & Training
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Sound Experience
Sound Partners
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Dielecrr c Corrir'ur ca!ryis ryas installed 3/4 of all !he digitu

antennas in the USA As a radio broadcaster. you're planning
that 21st century digital transition for your audiences also
Let's work together to develop a system with clearer signals

now and digital capabilities later. From digital ready combiner
systems. transmission lines. and antennas, to complete
engineered RF systems. Dielectric is your FM resource today
and DAB partner tomorrow.

Dielectric Communications  22 Tower Road  Raymond. Maine 04071
1-800-341-9678  Email dcsalesOdielecirc corn  www.dielectric corn
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Engineering Excellence Since 1942
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Full service solutions
at pit stop speed.

11 1712/S
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Lead, follow, or get out of the way

is not only the motto in racing, but

is quickly becoming the norm in

radio broadcast. If you're not, the

pace car, you're somewhere in the

pack

Harris is in this race to provide you

with the tools that it takes to cross

the finish line first. The Broadcast

Systems Division has the highest

point standing in the industry

when is comes to providing

customers with complete systems

at the velocity they need

Whether you just need some lug

nuts, more fuel to keep going, or a

complete tire change for your

operation, Harris has the most

experienced pit crew in

broadcast

Keep on track and win the

ratings championship with an

operation that runs without

caution flags, start your engine

with Harris equipment We're

here to make sure you get the

checkered flag

So, put on your driver suit and

helmet, drive fast and turn left to

your phone to make sure Harris

is on your speed dial list for the

times you need a next level radio

solution

next level solutions

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

154171US
Communications
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OWCASE

by Chriss Scherer, editor

AMFAV s new home was designed
with simplicity and ease of use in
mind. Head south and take a look

at this new facility.
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The NAB Radio show is quickly
approaching, and this month's
facility showcase highlights a

recently completed facility project in
Orlando, the city that will host the
upcoming event.

Owned by AMFM Inc., the new stu-
dios for wftim(102Jamz), WOCL (Pow-
er105.9), WOMX (Mix105.1) and WXXL
(XL106.7) occupy nearly 29,000 square
feet in the Pembrook Commons
office building in northern Or-
lando. The studios overcame
common pitfalls by employing
the fight mix of cutting -edge
technology and a sound design
sense. The plan called for redun-
dancy and flexibility above in-
essential creativity.

With only a nine -month span
between initial construction and
project completion, the facility plan-
ners had to maintain a tight schedule.
The project began in October 1998,

and studio con-
struction com-
menced the fol-
lowing January.
The stations
moved in on a
staggered sc.hed-
ule between
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April and June of 1999 to ease the
burden of four major station moves.

Studio specs
The overall plan is simple and uni-

font, h station contains three stu-
dio ptrokroom, production room
on -rOduCtion room two. The
gen ign for the rooms is sim-
ilar, ithe equipment installed
in each.'For each station, production
room one also serves as a backup
control room. All of the studios are
designed for stand-up operation, with
the exception of production room
two for WXXL and WHJM, both of
which are sit-down operations.

At the center of each control room
is a Pacific Research and Engineering
Radiomixer. Other equipment corn-

mon to all of the control rooms
includes the following: Denon
DN951-FA CD players, JBL monitors,
Panasonic SV-3800 and SV-4100 DATs,
a 360 Systems Instant Replay and
ShortCut, a Rane MLM-82 eight -chan-
nel mixer, a Telos 1A2 interface with
dual Delta 100 hy-
brids, Electro-Voice
RE -20, RE -27 or

Shure SM7 micro-

phones and an ENCO DADrku32 ter-
minal. Currently, only commercials
and promos are stored on the DAD -
9032; all music is played from CD. An
additional computer, with Internet
and IAN access, handles call screen-
ing with Telos Assistant Pro-
ducer software.

In most of the studios, Elec-
tro-Voice RE -20 microphones
are used. The exceptions are
WOCL's control room, which
employs Electro-Voice RE -27s,
and the WJHM studios, which
use Shure SM7s.

One problem many control
rooms encounter is handling
itinerant audio sources and
feeds, such as live bands and
TV crews. The AMFM facility

4P.

44: -qh1r14

The new studios and offices of AMFM, Orlando, are
in the Pembrook Commons office building in north-
ern Orlando.

overcame this issue by using Whirl-
wind Medusa connector boxes wired
to a Rane MLM-82 mixer. The mixer is
only 1RU, so it doesn't get in the way,
and the connector
box can he
stowed when
not in use. Fur-
ther, it has mono
program out-
puts to supply
TV crews with
an audio feed.

One of the design goals tor planners
of this facility was to standardize all of
the equipment used in the studios.
Standardizing equipment afford-, an
additional level of redundancy. This
goal was realized in the co I ItrOl rc )( )111S.

The front lobby welcomes visitors to the new facility.
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ortable Mast
Serves
ple Vehicles!

Hilomast
Rapid Deployment Unit

 Extends up to 100 feet
 Easily clamps to the vehicle's gutter or

to a vehicle roof rack.
 Vehicle weight holds the foot of the

mast in place.

Enjoy the benefits of a telescoping pneumatic
mast without making it a permanent feature.
Carry the mast on the roof. Quickly erect upon
reaching desired location.

Contact Jim Osborne for competitive pricing.

ALLEN OSBORNE ASSOC., INC.
Tel: (805) 495-8420  www.aoa-gps.com
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FACILITY
SHOWCASE
In the produt non rooms. ilOWCVLI. the designers
chose to tran.plant some equipment from their
previous studir is. Though this meant full redundancy
would be compnimised. the retrofitted equipment
still had longevity. and it can eventually he replaced
with stantkinlized equipment.
The digital audio mirkstation.s are an example of a

mixed lag of equipinou. WOMX uses Orivan editors
r a DSE71(X) in miduction nxxn one and an Audicy in
pn And ion nxim two). The WOCI. and WXXI. produc-
tion studios u a Sat18:S. as cites Will/WS production
RX)111 two. W.IIIM production room one USCS a SAW.

The control room for WOCL IPower105.9)

Production room one for WOCL has the only Productionmixer
in the tangly.

Each station's first production room serves as a
backup control nmmi and a Radiometer has been
installed. with the exception of WOC.L., which uses a

Produetkmmixer. For each station, the second pr-
duction studio is Ixfilt around a Yamaha 02R rather
than a prothwtion commie. These production moms
also incorporate DCiS and DCI audio -receive tenni-
nal.s. .11w longienn plan is to make the transition to
completely digital I:16188:S: The 02R is one step in that
direction. Digital connections are only used when
available. rather than forcing equipment to be digital
right away.

Besides the use Ile standardized equipment and
wiring, the designers also decided to stay away from



Peak Perf&dion
INTRODUCING the Starlink

SI.Q003Q -t he world's first open -

architecture. all -digital. 4 -channel

aural Studio Trans -miter Link.

Using spectrally efficient QAM
(quadrature amplitude moclula-

lion) technology: it conveys up to

four linear non -compressed audio

channels over a single narrow

bandwidth ykt MI I: STI. channel.

Six, ter did say non-compirssed.

AES/EBU I/Os. combined with a

built-in sample rate converter.

provide seamless connection

without compression or delay.
User selectable digital audio sam-

pling rates of 12. 44.1 or 4$ kHz

together with a choice of I6. 32 or

QAM allows the optimi:ation

of occupied ban& idth. robust-

ncss and connectivity to equip-

ment in the all -digital air chain.

But most importantly: the Starlink

SL9003Q is from your friends at

Moseley-continuing four decades

of leadership and innovation in

the broadcast industry. Attain the

summit of peak audio performance

with the Starlink SIMO3Q.

111 Castilian Drive  Santa Barbara. CA 93117.3093  USA

Telephone 18051 968-9671  Fax I8.151685 91138  www.mosoleysb.com
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FACILITY SHOWCASE

Production room one for WOMX.

berme-lirewed widgets. Instead of
building custom devices for each
application. they used off -the -shelf
products whenever possible. This
approach lit s the redundancy model
and minimiies downtime. In con-
trast. if a homemade device fails,
substantial time may he needed to
repair it. With commercially avail-
able devices in place for relay box-
es and other unique interfaces, a
failed device can he quickly
swanned with a new one.

Ancillary
equipment

.11 le cabling for each

studio is also stan-
dardized. Each stu-
dio is tied to engi-
neering with four
conduits, and each
has two 25 -pair ana-
I( STP cables, one
I3-pair S'I'P digital ca-

ble, two 25 -pair UTP
control cables, five
CATS cables, two
CAT3 cables and two
RG-59 cables. In en-

gineering, a cable tray runs above the
racks with bridges to the hack wall
for connections to the punch blocks.

All of the on -air delivery system com-
puters are kept in engineering to cen-
tralize the wiring and to distance these
noise sources from the control rooms.
There are 12 ENCO workstations (one
in each studio) and two servers. Cyhex
interfaces are used to extend the nu an-

itor. keyb(xtrd and mouse connections
to the studios. The longest cable run is
350 feet front the CPU to the Wit IM

studios. (There have been no prob-
lems with this run as of yet.)

The Lighthouse routing switcher has
a stereo 128 input by 128 output capac-

ity. There are plans to double the
capacity of the system. The switcher

The wall behind the rack is full _ , nth
blocks. telephone equipment and relays.

Su#ETiortazoacicalt Prtocluet1
Quality Products at Reasonable Prices

FM Transmitters FM Antennas
High Performance Solid State Excitor
Solid State IPA Amplifier
One Year Limited Warranty
Factory Service
On site check out by factory personal available
1.000 wan $5,990.00
2,500 watt 511.990.00
5,00 watt 518.990.00
10,000 watt $24,990.00
15,000 watt 534.990.00
20,000 watt $37.990 00

20 Watt Solid State Exciter - $995.00
Solid State FM Transmitters with Digital Exciter

120 watt
300 watt
1.000 watt

$2,800.00
$3,500.00
$7,990.00

2,000 wan ,,,, $12,900.00
3,000 wan $19,990.00
5,000 wan .. $29.990.00

FM AMPLIFIERS FM STL
100 watt. $995 00 Both Transmitter
300 watt 51,790 00 and Receiver
500 watt $2,990 00 $3,500.00

All Power Levels 500 watts
to 20,000 watts per bay

As low as $395.00 per bay

RF Coaxial Patch Panels
*FM Combiners

FREQUENCY AGILE
FM TRANSLATOR

$2,500.00

Contact Jimmie Joynt 17194 Preston Road, Suite 123-297  Dallas, Texas 75248
Ph: 972/473-2577  800/279-3326  Fax 972/473-2578  800/644-5958
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Trust MediaTouch For
Digital Audio Solutions,

The Quality And
Support You Want
Since 1984, MediaTouch has provided radio

broadcasters with innovations that make
radio work better. With MediaTouch by
QMT Technologies, your station always
has crisp, clean digital sound, without
the muddiness or other problems of
audiotape. Your station works together
as a team, because MediaTouch con-

nects the different departments
together and allows them to easily
share information. And when you
have a question, our staff of radio
professionals is on call toll -free, 24 hours a

day, 7 days a week. MediaTouch is peace of mind.

Custom Tailored To Fit Your Needs
At MediaTouch, we realize that one size does not fit all. That's why MediaTouch is a system. you pick and
choose the features you need. Want to time shift programming? We have tools for that. Take lots of news
feeds? We can record and "splice" them digitally and automatically Want to do walkaVvay automation? Our
voicetracking is easy. Want to do your shows live? Our system is the only one that's as easy to use live in the
studio as it is fully automated.

Cart Replacement Software Starting At $995

For One Station or Many Stations
Our first "Super-Duopoly" was in 1991, and our experience leaves nothing to chance. Wide Area Audio
Networking (W A.A.N TM) software lets you effortlessly communicate and share files with stations near and far.
Monitor transmitter sites and stations from far away with a web browser and an internet or intranet connection.
Our systems are built solidly, so they keep running day after day That's why MediaTouch/OMT is the software
behind virtually every cable/satellite direct music service in North America, as well as over 500 stations around
the world.

What's Your Dream?
Call us toll free at (888) 665-0501, and tell us what you want your MediaTouch system to do. We'll work with t
you and find ways for your stations to sound better and save more money.

MediaTouch
A DIVISION OF OMT TECHNOLOGIES INC.
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111.32
BGS

2480SE 52nd Street

Ocala, Florida .14480-7500

Tel 1152-622-7200

Fair. 1.352-629-7000

1



Cabling Solutions from Gepco

Gepco-supplies audio
cable, video cable,
cable assemblies,
breakout
boxes
and more.

: 0 0 0 0

Gepco
distributes

AIX:, Kings.
Neutrik, Switehcraft,
EDAC and more.

Innovative, Quality Audio and Video Cable Products

1-800-966-0069
Chicago  Los Angeles

GEPCO
/NT/-RN/111( )NA/ , IN(

vvvvvv.gepcacool
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When you
"can't get there from here..."

togiterteiii
$17.010 E0..1.41£16,1" ICYJNYROL INTEIVACE

HENRY ENGINEERING
Sire

1

c c tdc .00 .10

witstiziaitauttii_

-4111111011.111W %I
YLC ,1.4

Use LOGICONVERTER to convert control signals to
"dry" relay contacts. Ideal for remote control of sti.dio
gear...isolate control circuits, "marry' incompatible logic.

Four opto-isolated inputs. 4 relay outputs. with user -
programmable logic. Keep one on hand for
emergencies!

HENRY ENGINEERING
503 Key V.sla DAve
Serra Maclet CA 9102J LISA
TEL 16261 355 3656 FAX ;6261 3550^;?
FAX on.Demand De; s t 6261 355-12'0

http://www.henryeng.com

HENRY
ENGINEERING

IVe Ii tilt! Solutions.

FACILITY
SHOWCASE

The heart of the new facility lies in these 15 racks in engineering.

not only ruutus ;ludic) sources Cad) SRILIK.). but also is

part of the redundant air chain system. Each control
room's main program output fcsxls the on -air processing
through the patch hay. l'he auxiliary program output is
fed to the Lighthouse switcher for use within the facility
and for a backup feed lo the processing. This allows any
studio to feed any processing chain to go on -air.

On the outside
In addition to the sT1., antennas for each station. the roof

of the facility houses three satellite dishes for AP. ABC and
a 3.Sm dish -7, feeds. A vagi and an onmidirectir mat

Engineering racks
There are 15 racks for broadcast use
1. Audio processing for all stations;
2. Lighthouse switcher, Eventide broadcast delay,

Benchmark DAs, crown D -150A for monitoring;
3. Switchable Benchmark VU meter panel for

monitoring, ENCO CPUs, Henry online phone
system (on top);

4. Computer monitor with switcher for ENCO servers;
5. ENCO switchers, ENCO CPUs;
6. On -air telephone interfaces and hybrids. Each

control room and production room uses a Telos 1A2
interface. Control rooms have dual Delta 100
hybrids. Production rooms have Delta 100, Telos
100 or 1+1 hybrids;

7. QE1 modulation monitor, Denon tuner, additional
telephone interfaces and hybrids;

8. Belar Modulation monitors, Crown Analyzer, ESE
185A GPS Master clock;

9. Four Telos Zephyrs, three Marti Smartis, AETA Scoop
Reporter, processing for IFB on remote feed;

I t). Patch bays. satellite receivers;
1. Mart. CR- I 0 k PU receivers, some of them with dbx

160 compressors, Denon With Benchmark
audio' interfaces; -

Burk ARC -16, remote controls, CircuitWerkes
TeleRadios;

..13, 14, 15. RF: STLs - Dolby DSTL DP -5501, Moseley
pc 606 and 6060, Marti, Moseley DSP6000, Intraplex

rom-160, TFT EM receivers, Sony IV SAP
tuners, RF cavities.

2.
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PACEMAKER
by

TWO CABINET SIZES

Model PM218
Model PM228

Up to 18 Modules
Up to 28 Modules

SHOWCASING
THE FOLLOWING

New Modern Styling and Color with Wood End Bells

EXCLUSIVE
BI-MODULAR

CONCEPT

 All DC control - easy replacement
of front panel modules with no clicks or pops

Same 1,111GRAM
dependable screw-type plug-in connectors

Easy installation with convenient changes post-installation

INCREDIBLE
NUMBER OF INPUTS ! ! !

PM228 - up to 56 stereo inputs, PM 218 up to 40 stereo inputs

Start with as few modules as needed - expand later!

Uses similar switches and the same Penny & Giles pots as original Pacemaker

 No incandescent
lamps on switches -ALL LED ILLUMINATION!

New State Of The Art external power supply!

Self-resetting "Poly-Fuses" protect individual circuit boards

AIMIGRLIA
Autoclock standard in all units!

Lighted meters ! ! 6 on PM228, 4 on PM218!

Built-in Cue Speaker

BUILT WITHIN THE AUTOCCAM
TRADITION

OF VALUE & QUALITY

972-424-8585

FAX 972-423-6334
800-327-6901

AIPT GRAM
CORPORATION

email: info@autogramcorp.eom
www.autogramcorp.com

1500 Capital Ave.

Plano, Texas

75074

tTa
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FACILITY SHOWCASE
antenna are also positioned on
the roof for traffic feeds and
RPU reception.

Behind the facility sits the
Kohler 150W generator, which
is available to supply backup
power to engineering, critical
systems. HVAC and the studios.
With any generator, noise is a

JUMP FOR JOY!

Now you can own a high performance
solid-state AM transmitter

for a lot less!

e

see US at th
\

Rad
10.1i3

io 5(10

eiooth
# 1300

ARMSTRONGal& TRANSMITTER CORPORATION
Total RF Systems Solutions

4835 North Street, Marcellus, NY 13108
Tel 315-673-1269 Fax 315-673-9972

e-mail:sales@armstrongtx.com

concern. To combat this potential problem.
the Kohler unit is housed in an enclosure
that greatly reduces its noise level. The
sound barrier is so effective that it is often
difficult to tell that the unit is running.

The roof is also an important part of the facility. with antennas
for the STLs, RPUs and satellites.

BetOn. the move to the new facility, these tour station.s
occupied !Our separate locations. WXXL alone was at its
previous home for
15 yeam. Radler than
following the trend
of maximizing con-
solidation, the de-
signers chose a plan
that allowed the sta-
tions to retain their
autonomous oper-
ation. As a result.
the separate station
stalk are not forc:ed
to work in a totally
new environment
or in a completely
foreign way. The
effects are a contin-
uous evolution in
station relationships
and an increase in
productivity.

The second production room for each
station uses a Yamaha 02R console.

Thanks to Ken Skok, technical director, WHJM-F1WWXXL-FM,
Orlando, for the Information in this article. Interior photos by Ken
Skok. Orlando skyline photocourlesy o the Orlando/Orange County
Convention and Visitors Bureau Inc. Aerial photo of Pembrook
Commons by Smith Aerial Photography, Winter Springs, FL.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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More radio in Orlando!
1J.frisThr:;1.1i

Jll :Audi!)
www.beradio.com.
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RADIORADIO COMPUTING SERVICES, I\C
12 Water Street White Plains, NY 10601, USA
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Directional
Array

Details
By John Battison. P.E.,

technical editor. RF

Antenna monitors, DA pattern changing,
DA maintenance and FCC requirements
111s is the sixth in a series of nine articles on bask broadcast antennas.

B!ore discussing di-
i tional-array jvat-

tern changing. it is

necessary to discuss antenna
'ix encoring in more detail.
When building an installa-
tion or designing a new lay-
out. there are several points
I i  ci >riskier.

As mentioned in the fifth
ankle in this series. the plia
sir should be installed adi.i
t rat to the transminer sip .111
engineer can make a pint cc
adjustment and itumetliateb
monitor the effect on the
antenna. Surprisingly, in a
number at older installations,
the transmitter is liallttell in
one building and the phasor
in the iiikkIle of the antenna
I kid With this configuratiim.
one person cannot simulta-
neously cdasen.e the phasor
(lunges and their elicits on
the transmitter.
The kxation of the antenna

monitor is even more impr-
tant than that of the phasor.
111e six st important instru-
ment in the DA chain. the
antenna monitor measures the eik't Ili -
cal phase of each antenna relent: to
the phase of the reference tower.

feedlines and sampling lines must be maintained Any line
replacement rust be made with an identical piece or the
monitor samnla calibration will be wrnnn

The antenna monitor must
be close to the phasor so
that phasor changes can be
read immediately. In many
stations, it is necessary to
walk several feet to observe
the results of a phasor
change. If the monitor
meters are positioned be-
side the transmitter, they
can he watched while ad-
justing phase and power
controls. This setup makes
tune-up adjustments far less
time-consuming.

Sometimes it is necessary
to replace an antenna mon-
itoring system. Be sure to
make a record of the sam-
pling lines data. Measure
their DC resistance at the
input to the monitor with
the loop or transformer at-
tached at the tower end. If
you haw a bridge and gen-
erator. measure their im-
pedance at operating fre-
quency. It is also useful to
measure the voltage appear-
ing at the monitor input.
This value can be measured

Keep in mind that the ralarener with a modern NM that has an
tower need not be tower number I antenna connector on the panel.
in the array. Start with all attenuation in. If you
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 2ND GENERATION

 No MOVING PARTS

INTERNAL SOLID

STATE STORAGE

PC -CARD

INTERFACE

 BWF FILE -FORMAT

 GRAPHICAL

NON-DESTRUCTIVE

EDITING

 TRANSMISSION

 OVER 6 HOURS

NON-STOP OPERA-

TING

 OVER 15 HOURS

STANDBY

Easycorder CoSTAR ISYS Pro'

MAYCOM

2385,- euro

THE ALLROUND SOLUTION PROVIDER

EASYCORDER - INCLUDING 40 MB SOLID STATE INTERNAL STORAGE (UPGRADABLE)

ALL PRODUCTS FROM THE SAME MANUFACTURER:

 NO COMPATIBILITY PROBLEMS
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Maycom A.S. by

Dorpsstraat 29

6661 EG Elst

The Netherlands

AUDIO LIBRARY RECORDER/EDITOR  MULTITRACK EDITOR PLAYLIST EDITOR TEXT PLAYER  JINGLE PLAYER

CART PLAYER  AUTOMATIC PLAYER USER-FRIENDLY  MULTI-USER NEWSCOLLECTOR  CD ARCHIVE

INTERFACING TO OTHER SYSTEMS MULTIPLE DATABASES  MIRRORED SERVERS  MULTI LINGUAL

O

PC BASED

AUDIO CODEC

HIGH OUALITY

AUDIO VIA ISDN

 AFFORDABLE

USER FRIENDLY

SMALL DELAY

HIGHEST LEVELS

OF COMPATIBILITY

G.711 /G.722 /

MPEG LAYER I!

DIRECT

RECORDING TO

HARD DISK

Tel. +31 (o) 481 - 37 77 4o

Fax +31 (o) 481 - 37 73 8o

E-mail: sales@maycom.nl

Internet: www.maycom.n1

CoSTAR



Manufacturing

The Best For

Amateur Radio

and Broadcast

Applications

ELECTRON DEVICES

Headquarters: 8200 S. Memorial Parkway Huntsville, AL 35801
Phone: 256-882-1344 Fax: 256-880-8077

Mktg & Eng.: 3000 Alpine Road Ponola Valley, CA 94028
Phone: 650-233-0429 Fax: 650-233-0439
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"Great Article!
Can we get copies for our
clients and sales force?"

Whether it is an article, ad, etr13,.:

or an interesting column,
take advantage of this
unique opportunity
to promote your
business and
products through
reprints -available
from this magazine.
Reprints are great
promotional pieces
and make excellent
marketing tools... all
at a minimal cost. Available in full -color or black
and white, reprints can be obtained from any issue.

To turn this news benefit into one of
your most powerful marketing tools,

call Jenny Eisele today at 913-967-1966
ortax 913-967-1900
or e-mail jenny eiseleVintertec.com

APITEMAS
have reason to doubt your monitor, a quick check of the
previously recorded parameters will often clear up a
pattern problem. If lines must be replaced, the replace-
ments must be exact matches: otherwise, extensive
recalibration will be required.

Your work will he easier if all sampling lines are the
same lengths. If some lines are too long, they should be
coiled and buried together with the other lines, Never
leave part of a line or lines buried and part exposed.
Doing so will cause phase -reading problems.

Some DAs are designated critical, often because one or
more of the design azimuth parameters is calculated to
0.5 degrees. For example, an azimuth of 64.5 degrees
approved in a CP application makes the array critical
and calls for critical antenna monitor conditions. Para-
graph 73.68 refers to these conditions. If a critical array
is involved, the sampling lines must all be the same
lengths. Several other conditions concerning the cables
apply. It is possible to persuade the FCC engineers to
remove the -critical" label by proving that the array is
stable and remains within its monitor points over a
designated range of values.

Figure 1. Contactors K, and K are closed remotely for night
operation. This procedure changes the reactance of the indi-
vidual TEE arms.

The FCC has published a notice detailing the require-
ments for sampling lines and how to make the installa-
tion. Paragraph 73.68(b) gives details and a document is
posted at www.fcc.gov/mmb/asd/decdociletter/1985-
12--09--sample.html. In some cases, it is necessary to get
approval before making changes.

Pattern changing
Directional stations commonly change patterns at

sunset and sunrise. The pattern may simply go from
non -DA to DA or may be completely different DA
patterns. The RF contactors performing the changeover
are solidly built and operate with a loud clunk. Besides
changing ATU component values, the contactor oper-
ates auxiliary sets of contacts that report the DA condi-
tion back to the operator. An FCC requirement states
that the operator must be sure the correct pattern is in
use. When planning a new installation, it is important to
include the necessary cabling to carry the operating
power and the signaling information.
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Con
EDUCATIONAL CIRCULAR SERIES

Model

...,MP

Bays Power Gain
MP -1 1 600W -3.3
MP -2 2 800W 0
MP -3 3 800W 1.4
MP -4 4 800W 3.3
MP -2-4 4 2,000W 3.3
MP -3-5 5 3,000W 4.1

-3-6 6 3,000W 5.2

LOW POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gain
GP -1 1 2,000W -3.1
GP -2 2 4,000W 0
GP -3 3 6,000W 1.5
GP -4 4 6,000W 3.4
GP -5 5 6,000W 4.3
?P-6 6 6,000W 5.5

Price
$250
$680
$980
$1,280
$1,820
$2,270

$2,740

Price
$350
$1,350
$1,900
$2,600
$3,150
$3,700

/MEDIUM POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gain Price
SGP-1 1 4,000W -3.3 $690
SGP-2 2 8,000W 0 $2,690
SGP-3 3 10,000W 1.4 $3,595
SGP-4 4 10,000W 3.3 $4,500
SGP-5 5 10,000W 4.1 $5,300
SGP-6 6 10,000W 5.2 $6,100

The antenna gain
please. make the roc

Conn
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SWR's FM antennas are customized to meet
broadcaster's needs. ranging from educational
series to multi -station antenna arrays from
500w to 35kw per bay).

Options:
 Circular. horizontal, or vertical

polarization
 Pressurized or non -

pressurized

tzitis
a, ifelr-irivr -isIt"-JI1 t' 111urN. IL .1 'II
$m Atoit -4111-Aw-J.simit oi 011111.,

IFP 1W 11W

Low -High
Power

Antennas:
 FMI
 FME
 FM3
 FA.410
 FMU

it at IAB #342RadioBooth

Telephone Line

O

iiNovoNics ca
::¢111,1CT

VO,Da 'PDX'

or"

7 DIAL -UP DEVICES CAN SHARE ONE CENTRAL -OFFICE LINE

Inovonics' PBX is a cost -saving alter-
native to the multiple telephone lines
otherwise needed for modems,
alarms and other dial -up apparatus
installed at remote equipment sites.
The PBX allows as many as seven
devices to share a single central -office
line, for outgoing calls and with selec-
tive incoming access as well.

The PBX finds immediate ap-
plication with the expanding use of
unattended remote equipment:

 Broadcast Transmitters/Translators
 Cellular/2-Way Radio Facilities
 Microwave Relays
 Geophysical Monitors
 Pumping Stations
 Security Systems

Inovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA
TEL: (408 458-0552 FAX: 408 458-0554

PBX
$420

ww.inovon.com

ANTENNAS
Figure 1 shows a typical ATU circuit

with taps necessilly to change to a
new pattern or in DA from non -DA.
Of course, the antenna is first tuned
and the pattern is set with the desired
CP impedance. Then the new pattern
is set up as desired, ensuring that the
CP impedance does not change with
the change in pattern. Remember
that changing A'l'l' component val-
ues will usually change the CP im-
pedance. and steps have to he taken
to maintain the required value when
the changeover is made. These steps
involve RF LI intactor switching in-
side of the phasor. It is common
practice to hat .t: (Wu phasors. one for
day and one for MOH operation. The
two are usually cc unbind into a
single housing with a contactor that
switches patients at the common

When planning a new
installation, it is

important to include the
necessary cabling to carry
the operating power and
the signaling information.

point In this way. the same CP
impedance is maintained with both
patterns. There is. however. no sin-
gle way to accomplish this. and
there are many aria tions of day
night switching arrangements. Look
in your procif-iii-pertOrmance re-
port for details.

Typically. maintaining desired oper-
ating parameters with a pattern change
is no problem. II'. however. an RF
contactor sticks or only moves part-
way. then the new pattern will not be
finned and interference will proba-
bly occur. bake sure the contacts are
dean and the mechanical movements
move freely. Tile auxiliary points
should also be cleaned periodically.
Rather than using highly abrasive
material on contacts. use a piece of
ordinary brown wrapping paper. es-
pecially on low -current contacts.
All All interiors should he kept

clear of vermin and insects. which is
difficult in winter when the ATU
components pit ide a warm resting -
place. I once was called to a station
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Finally...
A Portable MiniDisc Recorder As
Professional
As You
Are.

FEATURES
INCLUDE:
Flexible Recording System
 Recording Modes: Mono, Dual Mono (L = OdB, R = -15dB),

Stereo. Combined Stereo (L+R on 1 track)
 Record Level Settings: Manual, Manual with Urn ter, and Automatic
 One Touch Recording will Separate Record -Pause Button
 Automated Level Sync Recording (LSR) System with Programmable Parameters
 Two Position Ambient Noise Cancel (ANC) Filter: High Pass. Band Pass
 Control of SCMS: On, Off
 Time/Date Stamp

Vital Security Features
 Pre-UTOC Writing at Track Start to Secure Recordings in Case of Power Loss
 40 second (20 sec. 2 -Track) Audio Buffer for Shock Resistance
 Pre -Record Audio Cache (up to 2 sec.) to Protect Against Missed Starts
 Low Battery Alarm

MiniDisc Standards
 Supports Recording and Playback in 1 -Track

Mono (148min) or 2 -Track Stereo (74min)
 Complete Onboard Editing System

Full Text Display and Editing

Full Compliment of Professional I/Os
 Stereo XLR Mic/Line Inputs with 48V Phantom Power
 Ultra -Quiet Mic Pre -Amps with Variable Attenuator: OdB, -15dB. -30dB
 Stereo RCA Analog Line Outputs
 RCA Digital Input (SPDIF) with Sample Rate Converter
 XLR Digital Output (SPDIF)
 Headphone Jack with Level Control

Built -In Microphone & Speaker

2480 S.F.52nd Street
Ocala. Florida 34480-7500

Tel: 1-352-622-7700
Fax: 1-352-629-7000
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Your Best Source
For Power
Tubes!

C EXTENSIVE INVENTORY
0 IMMEDIATE SHIPPING
0 EXPORT PACKAGING
0 BEST WARRANTIES
O EXCELLENT PRICING
C SUPERIOR SERVICE

9740 Cozycroft Street

- )=-:=4" Chatsworth, CA 91311
= En phone: 800.421-4219

naziir 818-882-3872 Fax: 818-682-3968rim E-mail: sales@pentalabs.com
Internet: http://www.pentalabs.com

PENITA LABORATORIES
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You Handle the Caller,
We'll Handle the Audio!

INLINE PATCH Telephone Audio Interface
Simply connect Inline Patch between your telephone
and the wall jack. This new power tool will give you
separate control over your voice and the dialler's
voice. Not just another hybrid, Inline Patcti works
with (or without) your telephone for simple desktop
reporting.

List Price
$270.00

*Ilk it *

JKAudio R eBroadcastrnte Gear

800-JK Audio (815) 786-2929 www jkaudio corn
800-552-8346 Fax: (815) 786-8502

AminEtws
where the new engineer could nut get the monitor
points in. The logs showed that the points had been out
of tolerance for two years. During a site inspection. I

found a four -tower array with the remains of a nit inside
the phasor power distribution coil and two other coils
with nests and hones in them. After removing the
remains and cleaning the coils and clips. the pattern fell
right in at the same coil tap points.

Multifrequency DAs
Currently, there ;Ire nr)t many two -frequency DA

installations in use, but more will likely go into service.
Obviously, it is difficult to get the exact individual
patterns desired because the tower heights. spacing and
azimuths are fixed. Of course. extra towers can be used
for one particular frequency/pattern. but in general the
designer must live with many constraints.

The same tuning requirements remain, however, and
additional accept and reject filters have to be carefully

It possible the antenna monitor. pt aso and transmitter should
all be near each other to make it easier to monitor the effect of
any changes. The transmitter in this photo is to the engineer's
left just outside the picture. (Photo courtesy of Dave Johnson )

tuned. There is also extra work involved in checking for
spurious radiation. Some C.S. systems are in use and
work well. Several are in use in other parts of the world
on higher powers than are normal in the U.S.

An interesting non-I)A cu -location occurred in the l'.5.
nearly 40 years ago. WNBC and WCBS shared a common
antenna just off New York City. Some problems were
encountered because the antenna. although fine lOr
880kIlz tar WCBS, was a little short for WNBC on
660kHz. making it difficult for the latter to meet FCC
efficiency requirements. The problem was eventually
solved, but situations like this, in which the frequencies
are quite distant, can be made to work. Likewise,
frequencies too close together pose a problem for filter -
cutoff design requirements.

The most important step is keeping a comprehensive
log of actions taken and changes made. Note coil taps
by quarter turns or less, and mark their locations with
nail polish. (This is why it is handy to use continuously
variable rather than tapped coils; Dial readings can be
made precisely and reset accurately.) Never turn a
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Crown Broadcast transmitters are designed a
arefully enginecredtathe same reliable high

performance standards known worldwide as the
hallmarks of Crown products.

Enjoy on -air confidence with compact stand-alone
transmitter designs that integrate audio process-
ing, stereo generation and RF amplification. Or
choose from custom configurations for versatile
solutions to meet your unique broadcast needs. And be confident in your choice, with a three-year wa
backed with service from some of the finest talent in the industry. Ask us, we can help!

Call us, visit our web site, or send us e-mail for more information about the versatile transmitters from Crown
Broadcast. Crown International, 1718 W. Mishawaka Road, PO Box 1000, Elkhart, Indiana. U.S.A. 46515-1000
Phone: 800-294-8050 or 219-294-8050; Fax: 219-294-8222 Email: broadcast@crownintl.com

www.crownbroadcast.com

I 1
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BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY
COMPANY

ULTRAIVIt 10

. . ,

The UM -2000 is a self contained split band stereo
FM processor, with AGC and

an -ultra transparent- digital stereo generator.
Designed to give you concert quality,

at a price you will like.
Contact us for details and dealer information.

Just51,895.00

affordable
audio
processing

BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY
COMPANY

PO. BuA /51  Lamar, CO 81052
(719) 336-3902

http://wwwhroadcasttech.oini
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ANR572
Audio Noise Reduction Processor

NOISE
REDUCTION

ANR572
STEREO AUDIO NOISE REDUCE

PEAK AUDIO
.41111

11164 FLASHER

TEST 138P
dB /4013F RECIUKTION

22 16 $ 6 4 3 2 1 0
SWITCH

a,/
111 INPUT LEVEL

NOISE NOISE -19 -9 6 -4 -2 0 1 .2 .3 INPUT - CONTROL
REDUCTION

INDUCTION INPUT LEVEL

DISPLAY

STEREO
 Dynamic Spectral Noise Reduction
 Adaptive Spectral Threshold
 Up to 25db Noise Reduction
 Noise Reduction Metering

VU METERING

 Dynamic Downward Expander
 Noise Reduction Test Switch
 Balanced and Unbalanced Outputs
 Input VU Metering

Removes Noise From Sources Such As:
 Audio & Video Tapes
 Old Recordings
 Compressed Tape
 Tape Hiss

 Phone Call -in Lines
 Wireless Links
 Back -ground Noise
 Worn Tape Heads

- Does not Require Processing at the Origin -
- Reduces Existing Noise Processing Artifacts -

- Call to Discuss Your Application -
Phone: FM SYSTEMS, INC. FAX

1-800-235-6960 3877 South Main Street 1-714-979-0913
Santa Ana, CA 92707 USA

ANTEMAS
phasor knob until you have noted its
current reading.

DA maintenance
System maintenance is crucial. Nor-

mal inspection and cleaning are essen-
tial, but overall maintenance requires
more than is customary for non -DA
stations. including mandatory. regular
antenna monitor readings.

The pulse of a 1)A system consists
of the CP and the antenna monitor
indications; the latter shows the sys-
tem's health. A stable and properly
adjusted DA system should usually
run within its FCC tolerances in the
absence of drastic changes in the

Normal inspection
and cleaning are

essential, but overall
maintenance requires

more than is customary
for non -DA stations,
including mandatory,

regular antenna monitor
readings.

system. Over time. as capacitors
change. teniperatures fluctuate and
inductances and connections age,
variations f all usually he corrected
by small changes in phasor settings.

If the FIM is in proper working
order, a sudden monitor point IMP)
value change that is not supported
by out -of -tolerance -antenna moni-
tor readings is probably caused by
the rapid growth of nearby towers
or power lines, or by a radical
hange in the MP location. This

diagnosis assumes that regular MP
readings have been made and that
the change is not the result of a
rude awakening to a changed MP
value after a period in which no
measurements are made.

If you experience a sudden MP
value change. don't wildly turn dials
on the phasor hoping to restore the
magic numbers. Check the Cl' cur-
rent. DA tower current ratios and
phases. If all read correctly, the odds
are that a local disturbance has
changed the MP value. Check the
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Airwave -Digital. Three program busses. Two mix -minuses. One remarkable board.
11,010. No :I string of binary code :invone can tinderitand. So if yoi inidgcting

lo go digital - and running light on budget --take a close look al a 12 or 20 itipi it Airwave Digital
on -air console. Its familiar layoia Ilattens the digit:11 learning cun-e. And with :1 program busses,
talent can he playing Aladtmina, time shilling a I )r. I reed. and layiw (10\\ a clic 1 tnick.; -

:it the same time. So you can sc ineew more Enoch iction 0111 of your payroll.
Airwave's flexible, loo. One or two telco modules and 13 -side logic are among a host Of

;i\ ailable options. iktid unlike son le digital col you cm) reconfigure input modules from
analog U) digital -- or vice veri---- at your studio, just by changn ig a card.

Rest of all. \irwave I )igil:i I conies with that -I io-need-to-rationalize-to-anyolie I 'ME
onalily.Want to knoxv more? 760-438-391I. visit www.puwoni or email salesOpre.com.

V17
A C RESEARCH ENGINEERING
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Coaxial Dynamics'
NEW Line of

Liquid/Air
Terminations

are quickly becoming
the choice of

"Chief Engineers"
for testing, adjusting

and alignment of
R.F. Transmitters.

The NEW design
of the Coaxial

Liquid/Air Cooled Loads
gives you the capability
to handle requirements
from 1 Kw to 10 KW.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIAUSIS !NUT TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway, Cleveland, OH 44135
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxial@apk.net
Web Site: http://www.coaxial.com I. V A
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SOLID STATE, FM BROADCAST

POWER AMPLIFIERS
. E =1 _ . 

M1000 1.31I

AID

115.

t

8200

FM AMPLIFIERS FROM 150W TO 3KW,

MODULES FROM lOW TO 700W

RSilicon ValleyPOWER
AMPLIFIERS

The RF People

Call 408-986-9700 Fax 408-986-1438
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ANTENNAS
dirt% non for 111:1X111111111 signal :it the Ml' affected. The

signal should t in it: trunk the tlirrt tion of the transmitter.
If it lick's11.1 latitI it did 1)elore the disturbance), seek a
cause t Milli a reasonable ilistance.

Me:iSlitellit: taller ifoilits on the iutlial and your alternate
N11'. If ilivalielnate 1i' is w itl limits. your prol)lem is most
likely lot -al to the NII'. l)eiui mint. it the NIP is no longer
usable. II it isn't. !intl.! new Ix,int or use the alternate and
follott the /.t.( A'tdes lot t hanging MI' location.

II the t.11:111}(t.: tn.t.tris tIlie%11.111 rapidly during the
onset of it inter. it is ptub,ible title hi temperature
cliaiiges. t irtninti iundut tit ily incicast s :is the ienwer-
attire (It'll -CAWS, timer usualti has the greatest effect.
II the array Irnanurttis retrain correct, run a new.
radial, Heil it on log -log graph paper antl determine the
nett. cutiductit its 'thew is .1 plot edure for changing
NII' i attics iii substantiated t aces I prefer calling the
Ft:t: engineering department tii 'list uss the situation,
then I tollutt their yet The steps neccs-
Sdry depend on how high the nett value is. In any case,
Ix sure to log the situation; ignore: it hoping ii
will gti

RI .-

1
0

I unit

Figure 2 A vector diagram for a two -tower array showing the
effect of increasing the phase relationship of Tower 2. The dotted
line for R, will shorten. reducing the signal at the monitor point.

II the 1111 t alleds all the lathals. they may have
Keen allt..ied tiny iii Impel -aline II unly one radial
is out and the .1111C1111;1 Monitorn slim\  mil tit -tolerance

Illeue is probably a problem in the array. Try
to readjust the phitsur, but ell HO touch the reference
tower controls, and he sure lo record :ill settings first. If
a reasonably small correciion kings 'he array in ag.ajn,
check the CI' impedance in Lase hate changed it
(Iraqi' Alt It Ille rein is still okai anti Ille antenna

is nt. let het k the 1N'itu mid .111 other NIPs. Tht-
th:utge hate hum small electrical faults
that L.% cleared. Keep %%Mt ping fur !tinker
cliange. (lied. lin. Inc t:t :Intl hot coil Chinn",
in ill(' s)11C111 13t :mare that imputcuived lightning
sit Ike-. tan produce incurred mewl leadings. lie sure to
ref heck the Ch' I Ipeda lit e%en it ben minor adjust-
ment, .rte made

II it is iniptissible to t lhe out a vector
pi( 4 ill ,hot' tt Ink II 44 totters is causing
the in' 'b I ins ,ipproach makes sense because the I )A
pattern Is de% cluptAl by teciur interaction. and appl ing
the NAllit nil It 1111111' siny,lilies problem analysis.

Assume 111.11 etc halve a simple tito It Ave! array produc-
ing a cantle tie' pattern with the hollowing antenna

Putter I is 1 II degrees. 'lower 2 is 1'1U2
degrees 1,1 1M% N'A %% jib Totter 2 to
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the east. Tower spacing is 90 degrees.
The monitor point on 90 degrees is

running high. This point is also the
major lobe of the pattern. We can
draw the antenna vectors as follows.
From the origin, draw a vector that
represents Tower 1. Make it one unit
long at 90 degrees ( 0 degrees tower
spacing. and 0 degrees electrical
phase. see Figure 2).

From the end of this vector, draw
the vector for Tower 2, also one unit
long at an angle of 12 degrees 1-90
degrees (tower spacing) +102 de-
grees (electrical phase)1.

The distance (resultant) from the
origin to the end of the vector for
Tower 2 shows how changes in an-
tenna parameters affect the value of
a monitor point. lithe Tower 2 phase
angle decreases, the resultant will be
longer. producing a higher field at
the monitor point. Should the Tower
2 phase angle increase. the resultant
will shorten. producing a lower field
at the monitor point.

If more towers are involved, each
tower's vector is drawn from the end
of the preceding vector. Remember
that positive vectors revolve counter-
clockwise starting at zero and nega-
tive vectors rotate clockwise mea-
sured from the X axis (horizontal).
This method is far easier than it

sounds, although it becomes more
complicated with more towers and
MPs off the line of towers.'

FCC Rules pertaining to DAs
Following is a list of all the Fa:

Rides that apply to directional anten-
nas. These rules apply to new appli-
cations as well as existing stations. A
few other rules apply to AM antennas
but not specifically to DAs.

#73.51 Operating Power
#73.54 Antenna Resistance and

Reactance Measurements
#73,58 Indicating Instruments
#73.61 DA Field Strength

Measurements
*73.62 Directional Antenna

Operating Tolerances
#73.68 Sampling Systems
#73.69 Antenna Monitors

=73.150 DA Systems
=73.151 DA Measurements

#73.152 Modification of DA Pattern
(Augmentation)

#73.154 AM DA Partial Proof
*73.157 AM 1)A Daytime Tests
#73.158 Monitoring Points
#73.186 Effective Field at 1km

V
1.

1. Fora full representation of the procedure,
see Jack Layton's DirectionalAntennas Made
Simple.

E-mail John at: batcom @brightnet.

This is the sixth in a series of nine
articles on basic broadcast antennas.
Upcoming installments will appear
monthly in BE Radio through 1999.
Once all the installments are published,
the series will be available for pur-
chase as a single document. For infor-
mation regarding bulk orders of this
series in quantities of 500 or more,
contact Jenny Eisele at 913-967-1966.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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The online arm of the
radio industry's

leading technical magazine

Focus On Profit
4. I Litt Li 

.itiyitimut td,
tis to '

cast p
digital automation to Lci
and Music Tneration.

1.Our produ. Ind ser-
.ces are des ,.(l to
ave money fo rot h

large and small ra-
timN
ContAct us today
information on how,
can help you!

Email info@smartsbroadcastcom

Tel: (800) 747-6278
Fax: (712) 852-5030 Broadcaa
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Wheatstone D-500
By David C. Wright

fter more than 12 years in the planning. WUNC has
finally constructed a new studio and office facility,
which became operational in January. When the

project was envisioned, digital technology for radio sta-
tions was just emerging. During the studio's long incuba-
tion period. digital technology advanced significantly: The
station installed a digital M. path and a digital exciter. For
the new air studio, a digital hoard was necessary to supply
a signal from the digital NPR satellite feed and other digital
sources right thn nigh to the exciter.
l'he goal for the studio was to provide a digital path for

as many sources as possible. One of the main require-
ments was multiple input channels, as many as 22. For
years. the station had used a 10 -channel hoard, two of
which were multiline inputs. With a grow-
ing number of regularly used
audio sources, the A and B
inputs to each channel were
used, which sr imetimes
led to operator mistakes.

Performance at a glance
 Analog, digital, line or mic input modules
 Modular design
 Economical analog to digital module upgrades
 Three sets of VU meters
 Four stereo program buses
 Analog and digital outputs for each bus
 SuperPhone module fur two hybrids
 16, 24 or 32 input module frames

DM. turntable. can, networks. studios.

For the new
console, it was
crucial to have
a console chan-
nel for each reg-

ularly used in-
put: mic, CD.

willow and tele-
phone. We also required a modular design in which analog
or digital input nu Kitties could be placed in any mainframe
input position. We needed both balanced analog and AES/
EI3U digital outputs for at least tour mixing buses. We also
needed a quick turnaround and reliable service. We
looked at a number of digital consoles and found that the
Wheatstone D-S1X) met our criteria and exceeded our
technical retjuiremenis.

The D-500 has a modular design that consists of
individual input, output and accessory modules. The
internal bus structure is designed so that digital or
analog input channels can be placed in any mainframe
input position. The console has balanced stereo analog
audio and an AES/EBU digital output for the four mix
buses: PGM. AUD. AUX and UTL. The fifth stereo bus,
CUE. has high -quality internal speakers as well as an
analog output.

Versatile modules
The console is available in 16, 21 and 32 input frames;

ours is a 24 -input mainframe. Input modules can be placed
in any configuration of analog, digital. line or mic and in
any input module location. We actually changed the layout
of the input modules to accommodate our talent after we
put the hoard in place - just weeks before going on -air.

With the SuperPhone input module. there are two mix -
minus buses for use with this interface. The mix -minus
source feed on the telephone module can be automatically
generated from any of four stereo buses, and the feed is
generated digitally without analog nulling circuits. The

module has Iwo faders, each control-
ling a hybrid or other remote

source. We have config-
ured ours so the first
fader is the default for

the single studio hybrid. The
second is the default for a mono

ISDN connection.
The D-500 was virtually plug -and -play. After the

initial adjustment to a larger board with a fader for every
commonly used input. the hoard operators and talent
found the transition almost seamless. since the console
resembles traditional analog consoles.

Some of the console's features provide definite advantag-
es. For example, the input mode selector on each input
channel provides for selection of right, left, stereo or
mono. 'Ibis configuration is more convenient than the
patch cables we once used. Another advantage is the built-
in speakers for the stereo cue buses.

More features
The auxiliary bus is another plus. We will use it fro a

second program stream to our uplink. feeding additional
stations. WLINC has two translators on the North Carolina
Outer Banks, an arrangement to supply programming to
another station and pending applications for four stations.
This additional bus capability definitely influenced our
selection of the D-500.

The console presents a simple. low profile with a chice
of quality hardwood ends. The meter bridge consists of
three sets of VU meters for PGM, AUD and a third set
switchable between AUD, AUX. Ull.. EXT1, EX T2 and cue.
The bridge also has a clock and timer. We upgraded the
clock to a Torpey Time clock to synchronize with NPR's
time code, which is a must because we are an NPR station.
The timer has stop/start. reset and auto controls.
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Each input module can he
programmed to reset the timer
when it is turned on. During
installation, we found that sev-
eral of the input modules did
not have the published defaults
for timer, muting and other set-
tings. But this was not a serious
problem and was easily correct-
ed with dip switch settings on
the affected modules.

Since the D-500 has been on the

air, we have had no problems.
The signal-to-noise ratio is excel-
lent, and there are no digital
artifacts. The board modules can
be hot -swapped, a setup that
allows servicing and changes to
the board while live on -air. We
are still developing the techniques and
tools needed to troubleslux a the board
should a problem develop.

Digital sources throughout our facil-
ity are asynchronous, but if there were
a need to synchronize them to the
same clock, the D-500 would be able
to do so. Initially, there was one
problem concerning the board's input
bit rate from the hard -disk system.
One cart had been recorded at the
unusual sampling rate of 22k1-Iz. and
the input module lacked the ability to
recognize and pass the audio. We
corrected this problem by making
sure that all the audio was recorded
onto the hard -disk system at a 32kHz
minimum. However, Wheatstone has
since told me that the l)-500 does
accept 22kHz sampled inputs if the
master console rate is set to 11. lkHz.

"!

Flexibility
One feature particularly suited to

our needs is cueing. The headphones
can be programmed to inn cue in one
channel or both channels. which al-
lows us to monitor the network dur-
ing local breaks. The cue speakers are
built into the console, and cue can be
external if the need arises.

'fhe flexibility of the line preselector
module is another welcome feature.
The preselector is a set of switches on
the board controlling an outboard
1RU module that will take any combi-
nation of eight analog or digital in-
puts. The unit then supplies simulta-
neous analog and digital outputs to he

wired to an input module. In our
case, the digital output is wired to
the A input of a digital input lilt )(J-
ule. The analog out is then wired to
the B input of an analog module as
a backup.

The station's air talent discovered
one limitation in the console: the
location of the line -selector switch-
es. *11 te.se switches are located on

the lower third of the module sur-
face, in the same area as the lacier
travel. One of our selectors is posi-
tioned near the middle of the I s xird

in a heavy -traffic area. 11w switch-
es are light to the touch and, if
something is dropped or placed on
top of them, the input can inadvert-
ently Ix switched. These switches

should he positioned above the fader
level. less susceptible to traffic.

console manual is not as de-
tailed as it could be. The one we
currently have is primarily an installa-
tion and setup manual. When it collies
to setting up or servicing the console.
however, we have had great supp(m

front Wheatstone. A visit to the com-
pany's new pnxluction plant to Itxtk
behind the scenes reassured us that
the company will provide good sup-
port for a well -designed product.

In all, the D-500 is designed with
simple elegance. It provides a com-
plete digital path and melds the look
and feel of a traditional console with
the future of digital technology. t
David C. Wright is director of engineering for
WUNC Radio, Chapel Hill, NC. Contact him
at dwright@ wunc.org.

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclu-
sive BE Radio feature for radio broadcast-
ers. Each report is prepared by well -qualified
staff at a radio station, production facility or
consulting company.

These reports are performed by the indus-
try, for the industry. Manufacturer support is
limited to providing loan equipment and aid-
ing the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of BE Radio to publish
the results of any device tested, positive or
negative. No report should be considered an
endorsement or disapproval by BE Radio
magazine.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Circle (206) on Free Info Card

At Smarts
We Keep Our Nose In

Your Business
When you buy a Smartcaster,

office system or music program

from SMARTS we don't hit-and-

run. You become part of the

SMARTS family. Our support

department works with you as

needed to make sure you are on th

air and stay on the air. We have b

far the best support in the industr

Let us stick our nose in your

business. Contact us today

on how we can use

digital products t

your station!

Tel: 800 747-6278

Fax: 712 852-5030

Email: info@smartsbroadcast.com Broadcast Systems

Circle (161) on Free Info Card
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CD cart machine
Harris Corporation/Broadcast

Division
CD -2001: Precision -cast alu-

minum deck plate and heavy-
duty circuit boards protect the
unit, DJs cannot accidentally
remove the CD cart until the
music stops. Digital output is
three -pin EAS3 (plus analog ste-
reo). Track number can be pre-
selected with track keys and a
jog/shuttle wheel. Designed to select digital information down to the exact
frame. Advanced linear tracking s)stem cuts start -lag time to less than 200ius.
Vertically mounted service boards with optional extender cards for easy
servicing. Plug -and -play.

513-459-3400; fax 513-459-3890
Ldarreharris.corn; www.broadcastharris.com

Circle (253) on Free Info Card
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ISDN codec
Comrex

Envoy: Includes ev-
erything you need to
send program on ISDN
in North America, in-
cluding a full -featured
mixer. Delivers 7.5kHz
or 15kHz mono for full
duplex ISDN broad-
casts. Uses the G.722
algorithm for compati-
bility with other manu-

facturers' 6.722 ISDN codecs, and has a minimal 6iiis delay for seamless two-
way communication. Mixing capabilities consist of three mic-level inputs,
with the third switchable to line level, plus a fourth for the main program or
for cueing. Also includes three headphone outputs and a fourth output for
PA feeds or recorders.

800-237-1776; fax 978-635-0401
kris@comrex.com; www.comrex.com

Circle (257) on Free Into Card

Digital audio processor
Orban
Optimod DAB -6200: The first full -featured digital audio prc.)ces.sor designed
for Internet audio. Allows the webcaster to even out variations in program-
ming levels and achieve equalization from source to source. boosting
loudness while making the sound clear and consistent as it goes out over the
Web. The unit's limiter has less than 0. k111 overshoot to provide perfect
protection and the highest loudness. Unlike a clipper, this limiter does not add
significant spectral energy to the signal, thus minimizing the stress on the
perceptual encoders used in all webcasting services.

510-351-3500;. fax 510-351-0500; www.orban.com
Circle (256) on Free Info Card

Disk recorder upgrade
Sonifcx
Courier V1.5: Adds support for AIFF
recordings. Extends the unit's editing
capability with multiple -cut, multi-
ple -mark cut -and -paste editing. Mo-
dem support is included for transfer
of audio over a telephone line. A
phone book allows for storage of
frequently used numbers. Stipports a
number of modem types.

+44 1933 850700; fax +44(0)1933 650728
www.sonifex.co.uk

Circle (255) on Free Info Card

Monitors the status and metering
from the ARC -16
Burk Technology
Autopilot for Windows: Monitors
the status and metering from the
ARC -16 and, when a fault is detected,
automatically respondS with a user -
defined function. AOto-logging and
other functions can be initiated by a
predetermined schedule.

800-255-8090; fax 9784884081
Circle (262) on Free Info Card

Custom-built studio modules
Pacific Research tit Engineering

A Studio Advantage Total Studio
Solutions: Self-contained, acousti-
cally isolated modules can be moved
and adapted to new locations. Once
installed, the studios are visually in-
distinguishable from traditional built-
in rooms and can be configured to fit
almost any space imaginable. Gives
managers the added benefit of know,
ing exactly how much a studio will
cost before it is built.

760-438-3911; fax 760-438-9277
salesapre.com; www.pre.com
Circle (254) on Free Info Card
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scrub

Digital audio editor
360 stems

Short/Cut 99: Two -
track digital audio editor
that records to an internal
hard disk or optional ex-
ternal removable media.
Either track can be inde-
pendently recorded and
edited. The self-contained
unit includes keyboard,
speakers, large display,

transport controls. Now features gain edits, fades and
crossfades, and file interchanges in WAV, BWF and AIFF file formats.

818-991-0360; fax 818-991-1360; slb@earthlink.net; www.360systems.com
Circle (260) on Free Info Card

wheel and

Digital audio cable
Gepco International

5524TS: Plenum -rated digital au-
dio single -pair cable for permanent
installation use in plenum air spaces
or high -temperature environments.
Has two cellular FEP insulated, 24 -
gauge tinned copper conductors and
a 100 -percent foil shield with 24 -
gauge drain wire. Features 11011
impedance with superior electrical characteristics and high cost -efficiency.
The white plenum PVC master jack
et adds flexibility and is UL -listed,
NEC -type CMP.

800-966-0069
fax 847-795-8770

gepto@gepco.com
wvnv.gepco.com

Circle (250) on Free Info Card

Andrew Corporation
WIDELine broadband rigid trans-
mission: A patented bellows sec-
tion in each inner conductor com-
pensates for differential expansion
between the inner and outer con-
ductors. Eliminates mechaniCal wear
from sliding. Made of sections of
different lengths to minimize addi-
tion of reflections, giving a maxi-
mum VSWR performance of 1:1:1
overall UHF channels in the FCC
core spectrum. Available in 3'/a inch
5011, 6 1/8 inch 7512 and 8 3/16 inch
7511 If full wideband performance
is not required, Andrew will calcu-
late the optimum rigid line/section
length to minimize VSWR.

800-DIAL-4-RF
fax 708-349-5444
www.andraw.com

Circle (261) on Free Info Card

All software
professional codec
Musicam USA
Sendit 3.1: This hardware -indepen-
dent audio codec runs on Windows
95, 98 or NT Pentium II PCs. Re-
quires only a standard audio card for
audio inputs and outputs. When
connected to an ISDN line, SendIT
can send and receive 20kHz stereo
audio from most hardware codecs
and any similarly equipped PC. Be-
sides MPEG Layer H and MPEG Lay-
er HI, SendIt supports the BWF for-
mat and Musifile, a format specified
by Digigram. Also sends and re-
ceives audio in real time over a
standard analog POTS line when
connected to another SendIt-
equipped PC. Encodes audio in
MPEG 2, MPEG 3, BWF and Musifile
formats for recording on the PC's
hard drive.

732-739-5600
fax 732-739-1818

darleth@musicamusa.com
www.mayah.com

Circle (259) on Free Info Card

Traffic and Billing
Questions?

Ask Jan Schad!
Jan has been involved in billing
accounting and traffic programs since
the inception of the industry. She is
both a broadcaster and an expert in
traffic programs. Jan helped develop
software in the late 1970's and is the
team leader for the SMARTS
Second Generation Traffic Pro-
gram that uses the power of Win-
dows to make order entry, log
generation,and financial reports
easy and intuitive.
If you are ready for your next
generation of traffic soft-
ware, give her a call. She has
the answers, and can give
you a free evaluation copy of
this great software product.

el: 800 747-6278
ax: 712 852-5030

517714147"
Broadcast Systems

Email: info@smartsbroadcast.com
Circle (161) on Free Info Card
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New Products
Stereo LED meter
Logita
V Tru-VU: Based on the curved LED meter face used in Logitek ROC digital
consoles. Represents the true 300ms VU ballistic standard along with a peak

display. Two meters
are packaged in a

rackmount en-
closure. In-
puts can be
analog or dig-
ital. Analog in-

puts are bridging and can accept balanced or unbalanced signals. A sensitivity
adjustment allows for full-scale readings from -10 to +24dl3u. 2RU high.

800-231-5870; fax 713-782-7597; infoOlogitakauclio.com vinclogitekaudio.com
Circle (258) on Free Info Card

Digital audio upgrade
Netia Digital Audio
Radio-Assistr: The system can now interface to ENPS, the Associated Press' news processing system. It is now
possible to associate audio and text for editing on a single screen, with database links. The system's latest software
offers many possibilities for console integration through the use of highly configurable GPI I/0s. Relay orders can
be inserted. Supplies broadcasters with the tools that allow them to easily and quickly manipulate the various sources
of information that enable the transmission to be carried out

43 67 59 0807; fax +33 67 59 0820; www.netia-broadcast.com
Circle (251) on Free Info Card

Stereo generator
Cutting Edge
Omnia.sg: This all -digital stereo
generator allows for processing in
the studio and stereo generation at
the transmitter. Situating the unit at
the transmitter site maintains the tight
coupling between the stereo gener-
ator and the exciter and minimizes
loudness -robbing overshoots. The
unit also includes a composite clip-
per for adding extra loudness as well
as a low-pass filter for interference -
free subearrier operation.

216-241-3343; fax 216-241-4103
kevInnli@nogrunge.com

www.nogrunge.com
Circle (263) on Free Info Card

PRODUCTS WILL E APPEARING AT NAB RADIO

For Online Product Information
For you, the Internet is a tool, not a toy. You don't have time to fill out
cards, send it out via snail mail and then wait and wait and wait. But
what else can you do?

Now get your inquiries answered faster with BE Radio's NEW online
reader service "cards." Your request is automatically e -mailed to the
companies who have the product, or you can link directly to Web sites
for the service information you need.

To www.berodio.com
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www.dataworld.com
Dalaworld: Dataword is an industry -leading infomiation
services company founded in 1971, Twenty-eight years of
software development and data prixessing experience allows
Dataworld to set trends in information services and solutions.
Click on Dataworld's home page for ex( 'ling information on
our Flag Service, the production of DataXpert arid our new line
of digital television services.

nom

L.16.4.

11111,,.

www.beradio.com/studio.cfm
The Studio Spotlight: BE Rachel brings you into some of the
newest radio on air and production facilities in the country.
This website feature shows you the studios and tells you what
was done to make it the showcase facility that it is. All the
previous installments are available in the Spotlight Index.
Show the world what your facility looks like. If you would like
your studio featured in the Studio Spotlight, send a message to
beradialtintedec.com and tell us about your facility.

Ell10114111111Pr.ani
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www.beradio.com
BE Radio magazine: BE Radio gives radio station managers and
engineers the information they need to make critical equipment
purchase decisions. The magazine is published 10 times a year
and distributed in over 14,000 qualified subscribers in North
America. Look online for the Studio Spotlight - an exclusive
Websile feature showcasing sour qef the newest radio facilities
in North America.

T leer. 5.1IM

www.contelec.com
Continental Electronics: fhn 4, xe told iv the wwwc inneks ten
Web site are: °hint t Sales Manager's contact data: Factors, Marketing
& Sales personnel contact data; T -Slide - FREE engineering softsvare:
Product Line Dent option% and Specifications: Links from lin ast

Supply Division to vend): Web sites.

toga T SYS T%ISINNOVATIOwS
B ROA DC AS TIT;

ENTERTAINMENT
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www.prophetsys.com
Prophet Systems Innovations: Taking the features of the Indus
try -leading digital automation system AudioWizardry and pro-
gramming it in a more powerful language, PSi offers the next
generation of virtual radio, NexGen Digital Broadcasting",
NexGen Digital Broadcasting is incredibly scalable. Its ambi-
tious design meets the complex performance needs and budget
requirements of broadcasters ranging front big duopolies to
stations that prefer to remain independent.

E ILirrige YK
CONORICTIND THE WORLD

to! . ,,,, Vt.!
ci audio c,nmu_1nr tleCIMOLOrri

T

www.neutrikusa.com
NEUTRIK USA, Inc.: the NEUTRIK USA. Inc. wanile leaitires
direct links to various sites including Authorized Distributors,
Sales Representatives, NEUTRIK USA, Inc. offices and our
parent company's website for on-line access to spec drawings
through WHIP files. Viewing includes a What's New section for
new product introductions and a Trade Show section so that you
can come see our products in person!
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Broadcast Electronics celebrated
its year in business on June 18.
1999. BE was founded in Silver Spring.

Com tplote
Solution...

4111[Liddi
for state of the art
Expandable Transmitter
Control Systems.
as many as 8 transmitter sites
can be controlled in Real -Time

NE..
DATALIN

with modem and voice support

ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATES

INC.

(915)595-3103
web: www. elecassoc. corn

Circle (162) on Free Info Card

MI). in 1959 and relocated to Quincy,
IL, in 1977.

IW has also announced the signing
of an agreement for the sale of its
Broadcast Programming business
to Denver -based Jones Radio Net-
work, a subsidiary of Jones Interna-
tional Networks Ltd. The transaction
is expected to close midsummer, The
move supports the company's con-
tinued focus on the core strategy of
providing innovative technology -
based products and services for the
broadcasting industry.

7
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The 53"' annual Mid -Atlantic States
Expo was held June 7-8 at

ALthe Trump's World Fair
Casino in Atlantic City.

A.R.M.A 11w exhibits and tech-
nical sessions were arranged by ARMA.

Approximately 20 exhibitors displayed
their products on the show floor.
Technical sessions included webcast-
ing, radio automation. IHOC, F.AS, and
studio wiring and signal routing.

Plans are currently being made for
next year's ARIA. convention. For
more information on ARMA. contact
the organization at (609) 653-6130,
mailaarm:igroup.cirg.

DAB update
Lucent Digital Radio and Nautel

Limited will cooperate on implement-
ing lab and field testing of transmitter
technology that will facilitate IB(X: AM -
band DAB. The two will jointly conduct
laboratory testing at Nautel's research
and development facilities using Lucent
Digital Radio's prototype waveform
generator. Plans are also underway for
real -world field testing at commercially
operating AM stations in the U.S.

Also, LDR has announced an agree-
ment with Electronic Research Inc. to
jointly develop combiner technology that
can he used in Lucent's IBOC DAB sys-
tem. The technology will combine the
existing analog host signal and the new

digital FM signal. I.DR is already using a
prototype IBOC combiner in tests of its
IBOC system at NPR member station
WBJB-FM in New Jersey. Previously, LDR
announced that it had successfully test-
ed its IBOC system live and over the air
at WBIB-FM with no degradation of the
host FM analog channel during the trans-
mission of the digital FM signal over the
same FM band.

LDR will use [RI's IBOC combiners at
other field test locations. The two will
also explore alternatives to combining
technologies, such as advanced antenna
technologies. Besides helping to imple-
ment IBOC, the new technologies will
lower the cost of its deployment.

SBE, NFL to cooperate on
frequency coordination

The SHE and the NFL have an-
nounced a cooperative effort to coor-
dinate frequency use for all regular
season and post -season NH.
games beginning with the

1999 season.

Frequen-
cies will he
coordinat-
ed with lo-
cal and vis-
iting team ra-
dio stations, TV
networks, equip-
ment suppliers and c a I le r

spectrum users within the

The LAN/WAN/WEB Newsroom System
Now Connecting Jacor Coast to Coast

IJA!;:-?lli

y -

Circle (110) on Free Info Card

stadium and its surrc >witting environ-
ment. Problems that cannot be re-
solved by mutual consent will be
reported to the NFL, and efforts will
be made to find amicable solutions.

The NFL will equip each
game coordinator with a

laptop computer, a scan-
ner and a telephone.
Ca)ordinatots will also
have a space in the
press box to operate
from and two A11 Ac-

cess- credentials. The
SHE has authored a booklet

of standard event operating pro-
cvdures that the game coordinators
will use.
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The BEST Will Be in Orlando!
The NAB Radio Show gives you the opportunity to

interact with some of the BEST Radio Group Executives.

Ed Christian, Saga Communications Dick Ferguson, Cox Radio

David Field, Entercom Ken O'Keefe, MUM, Inc.

Randy Michaels Clear Channel Communications Erica Farber Radio & Records, Moderator

Participants in this year's Group Executive Super Session - Thursday 9/2

The BEST Show on Radio!

THE NAB             

(TUESDAY - FRIDAY.)

August 31- September 3,1999
Orange County Convention Center
Orlando, Florida

For SPEEDY Registration...
Register Online www.nob.org/conventions/

Call 1.888.740.4622 or 1.301.682.7962  Fax 1.301.694.5124

see 44\\*
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1-800-432-4435
www.iidkanopycam

.BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast

Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
http://www.baycountry.com

or call and we will fax it to you. All equipment sold with a
15 day return guarantee certificate.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Phone/Fax: 410-335-3136
http://www.haycountry.com  e-mail: baycountry@pcbank.net

Circle (172) on Free Info Card

ENGINEER'S BEST FRIEND!
 Eliminate flanging (hollow room) effect
 Eliminate bad room acoustics
 I bold absolute levels
 Correct voice symmetry
 Front panel input level select

+4 to -50 dB
 Three section variable boost

and cut equalization
 C'ompander/Expander cross

coupled for maximum punch
 Built-in earphone jack

AlRcorp 500PH
Microphone Processor

 DF-ESSI' R designed to protect
pre -emphasis curves

 Simultaneous mit: level and line level ouptuts
 Internal 4X Vdc Phantom Supply

AIR core Call your dealer...
or call 972-304-0455 FAX: 972-304-0550

Circle (171) on Free Info Card
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TOWER
 Fabrication

 Design

 Engineering

 installation

 Service

 Maintenance
Swager is your

-2 worldwide turnkey
tower company.

Phone
I -800-968-560 I

or Fax
I -800-882-34 I 4

f

SWAGER
communications, Inc.

P 0 Box 656
3560 East Swager Drive

Fremont, IN 46737 USA
Phone 1.800-968-5601  219-495.2515

Fax I -800.882-3414  219-495-4205
E sales(ZDswager.com

Inter net www swager.com

Circle (186) on Free Info Card

THE ANTENNA IS DM
THE PRICE IS
WHAT MORE pOULD

YOU ASicofOR?
fr

3m Antenna
w/48" Ring Mount

. .

. .

Y.:ylere1eir4hoi.".-.-Y

9i)

Quick Delivery!
Easy Assembly!

Devoted Right To The Job Site!
N.

Satellite)
600 North Marquetto Rd

Prairie du Chin, Vit 53921
1400-627-9443

Fax: 608-3264233
Intunct deeignisometsoomktheatbliTiamm
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MIR TM/00/s Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our audio and digital audio ranchers otter excellent
some quality, removable 110 connections, contact closures and sera remote control capabilities
and flexible mounting accessories.

SS 12.4
Active crosspoint switching/routing with 12
stereo inputs and 4 stereo outputs.

10X1

Passive switching/routing with 10 stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 8.2
Active crosspoint switching with 8 stereo
inputs, 2 stereo plus 2 mono outputs.

8x1 DAS
Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digita
inputs to split outputs.

8X2D
Active crosspoint switcher with 8 stereo inputs,
2 stereo and 2 mono outputs

1111111
6X1G

Passive switching/routing with 6 stereo inputs
and one stereo output, or vice -versa.

EMI
3X28

Active crosspoint switcher with 3 stereo inputs
and 2 stereo outputs.

Check out our web site for

product information, list pricing

and a list of distributors!

Internet. www.broadcasttools.com btre, broadcasltools corn

SS 3.1

Passive switching/routing with 3 stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 2.1/BNC
Passive switching/routing with 2 composite
audio, video, or AES/EBU inputs to 2 com-
posite audio, video, or AES/EBU outputs, or
vice -versa.

SS 2.1/TERM
Passive switching/routing with two stereo
inputs to one stereo output or vice -versa.

BROADCAST
Voice: 360

Fax: 360
. 428

. 428

.6099

.6719 tools
Circle (174) on Free Into Card

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
FAX 740-592-3898

ailable
%% 1111

optional IYIAllr
control

%tit a phone line.

OMAN Rtuucm um co. AMMAN°

A

S

RWT FIPAT
1 2 3

1311111EIE
11111131131111::

ENC.0001 DECOMII FCC II. WI2LAS

 5 two-way RS -232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote

signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs arc

transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels

 Will handshake with automation equipment
2 year warranty

2 minutes of digital audio storage
25 pin parallel printer port for external printer

52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs

 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio out
for second transmitter

Web Site: w%w.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimg(dgorman-redlich.curn

'Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized

FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.

A
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Y
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TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

FOR INFORMATION & THE LATEST PRICES,
VISIT OUR WEBSITE-www.trcorp.com

SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS T0- transcom@trcuquoin

Fine Used AM & FM Transmittem. Authorized Repiesentatives for all
major equipment manufactures. Let us send you a customized quote!

100 W FM 1985 Harris FM 1(81K
100 W FM 1985 Harris FM 1(81K

a2.5 KW FM 1974 Harris FM 2.5113
2.5 KW FM 1984 Continental 814R1cil 2.5 KW FM 1976 Collins 831 I)
3 KW FM 1975
3.5 KW FM 1986

CSI FM 30IXIF
Harris 3.5K

:; .5Ili,
,G KW FM 1988 Harris FM 5KI
CA 5 KW FM 1983 Harris FM 5KZ 5 KW FM 1980 Harris I'M 5K

5 KW FM 1982
1967

Continental 816R1
5 KW FM Collins 8301i

10 KW FM 1967 Collins 113(I1,1
10 KW FM 1962 RCA RIF 1411)

25 KW FM 1981 Harris FM 25K
25 KW FM 1981 Harris FM 25K

VI
CA g I KW AM 1979 Harris MW I A

z E 5 KW

50 KW

AM 1980

1978

CSI T -5-A
10 KW AM 1982 Harris MW 10A

ur AM Continental 3I7C- I
Em 50 KW AM 1982 liars is MW -5013

50 KW AM 1981 Hods MW -5(113

P.O. Box 26744. Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454  215-938-7304  FAX No. 215-938-7361
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BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

Longley-Rice over 3-I) Terrain

Professional software packages for
preparing FCC applications & plotting

coverage. For Windows & NT

 Create "real -would" coverage maps
& interference studies with Longley-
Rice. TIREM. FTP. FCC & other
models using polygon map features.

 Search for AM, FM. TV. DTV, &
LPTV channels with graphics oriented
programs and FCC databases.

 'Plot STL paths in 3-D using 3 -Arc
second terrain datehases...and more!

Aroft
LOIMMLIniallibTall
Etioadus: Conuntinaauen% softv.a,
and Engineering Consulting

800-743-3684  www.v-soft.com

The finest in
Modular Studio Furniture

endless combinations ...
precision quality ...
attractive design ...

starting at.. $1098!

LIF1
Advanced
Furniture
Systems

1545 N. Washington Ave. Loveland CO 80538
Phone: 970-663-4123 Fax: 970-663-6338

Email: alls@mail.omn.com Websito. www.omn.com/afs

32 Pennsylvania Avenue,

Malvern, PA 19355

4
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Users talk about...
D IGITALI 1.3
U NIVERSE

"Digital Universe has resolved
many if not all of the conflicts
we have faced in the past...The
software is very user friendly and
has been simple for even our
most computer -phobic jocks to
comprehend. Digital Unvierse
gives us professional sound even
with a very limited staff. Thank
you also for your excellent
customer service."

cbsi
I "haw. 114.e.,

- Troy Richards
Operalluesi Alashiger

KCCS

800-547-3930
www.digitaluniverse.org
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I

E121, 51-II'X series FM Antenna
and A. Mounting System

ICsist your single source for:

FM Antennas and Filters
X Mounting System
Towers & Poles
Structural Analysis
Lightning Protection
Grounding Systems
Installation & Service

Call for special package price

Cn ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.

812-925-6000

Circle (179) on Free Info Card

MOUSERELECTRONICS
 Cabinets / Racks  Wire / Cable 

Connectors  Power Supplies

 Knobs  Resistors  Potentiometers

Relays  Batteries and Holders

 Capacitors  Equipment  Tools 

Fans  Hardware  Kits  Lamps

 LEDs  Panel Meters  Speakers 

Microphones  Switches

 Inductors  Transformers 

Semiconductors

Inni

(800) 346-6873 sales @ mouser.com

Fax: (817) 483-6899

1 / A

Why Choose a
Central Tower?

Excellent
Customer Service.

Superior Engineering
& Fabrication.

Stringent
Quality Control.

Nlade in the t ..S.A.

Solid Reputation
and Experience.

Fast Response and
()tiler Delivery.

Versatile Product Line
Including Antenna
Mounts and Thwer
Accessories.

Full Installatii
Services Available.

Excellent Value
and Cost Effective.

28'6 Highway 261
Newburgh. IN

R..1: 800-664-8222
Fax: 812-853-6652

visit our Website at:
www.centraltower.com
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hively Labs
Visit us at NAB Radio Show Booth #941

Reach for Ratings!
Shiveli Antennas Deliver

Coverage!
 Superior Engineering
 Multistation Solutions
 Filters & Combiners
 Translators
 Reliable Pattern Studies
 Coax

FM 8. TV Antennas
and Related RF Equipment

b'= cause ... it pays to be heard!
P 0 Box 389 Bridgton. ME 04009 USA

Tel (207) 647-3327 FAX (207) 647-8273
1-888-SHIVELY e-mail salesshively com

Web www shivery corn
An Employee-Ownctd Company -

Circle (178) on Free Into Card

 Systems
 Controllers
 Flashing Beacons
 Steady Burning

Obstruction Lights

P.O. Box 41875

Nashville, TN 37204

Phone: (615) 356-8416
Fax: (615) 356-8182

"Remember that time is money."
- Benjamin Franklin

When you
st, must
have

precision
timing

MU

When you require the best, most
accurate in precision timing
look only to ESE. Designed for

"Precision Timing", ESE Master Clocks &
Accessories have been the industry standard
for over 27 years.

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal
or line frequency accuracy - all ESE Master
Clocks can drive digital or analog slave
clocks, as well as interface with video and/or
computer based systems. Call for more
details.

142 Sierra Street  El Segundo. CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136  Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com

Circle (177) on Free Info Card
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Bi
Features

SPackaged

ma

A new
2.7 GHz
spectrum
analyzer
that proves
big features
do come
in small
packages.

Big Features
Digitally synthesized

frequency coverage

from 9 kHz to 2.1 GHz

 AM/ M Demodulation

 Interval trace and
setup memory

 AC/DC/Battery
operation

Full markers and

limits capabilities

cickagec.i Small
 18 lb. - $6,495.00 IA
TuI 500-835-2352 / 316-522-4981 Fax: 316-529.5575 Emoil: sales@Arsys.colik
Visit ow web site lo see the entire line of IFR products- www.ilriniernationol.com

Circle (189) on Free Info Card

Discover
the

Advantages
of

Reprints!

For a quote or to discuss
how reprints from this

magazine can work for you --

contact me!

JENNY EISELE

Phone: 913-967-1966

Fax: 913-967-1901

E-mail: jenny eisele@intertec.com

O
.999 .

FM BROADCAST ANTENNA

FMR Series

Circular polarization

Series fed element

Internal feed

Brass/Copper

construction

Excellent

bandwidth

PROPAGATION SYSTEMS, INC.
719 Pensacola Road

Ebensburg, PA 15931 USA
814-472-5540  FAX 814-472-5676

E-mail: psiba@surfshop.nei

- See us at NAB Radio Show, Booth 446 -

Circle (190) on Free Info Card

The CircuitWerkes AC -12
Telephone Autocoupler Bay

rri:',717,727717;r7

Getupto 12 couplers in a neat, compactchasis
> Auto answer & disconnect.
> 2audio busses for mass feeds.

> Individually card selectable
buss or auxilliary audio I/O.

> The aux. audio jack is ideal
for multiple 1FB feeds, etc.

> Ring counter answers on
user set ring number.

> Momentary or latching dry
contact outputs at pickup.

> Remove & install cards
without affecting the rest.

 LED indicators for ring,
clipping, power & online.

D Check out our Internet web
site for more info and
technical manuals.

rl Fl n rl rl

Cw
U u U u U U

The AC -12 rack -mounted
coupler bay is the best way to
eliminate a wall or cabinet
full of yesterday's couplers.
Our unique dual audio
busses eliminate the tedious
and messy wiring associated
with mass feeds. Each card
can also individually either
send or recieve telco audio,
making it perfect for IFBs, etc.
Best of all, a loaded AC -12
lists for about S200 per coupler.

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW VI Place

Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352) 335-6555 / fax 380-0230
httrilwww.circuitwerkes.com

G
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BER644,0
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

JOHN H. BATHSON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM. FM. TV. LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs. Fieldwork
2684 State Route (ill RD "1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

Your Best Source for
FCC Rules!

Ruh.%
covered:

1, 11,

Pike & Fischer, Inc. 17, 25,

Ay:0131)1e in II H7S1. IC.11 plillt,
tlisk, and CI )-8(

26,
73,

27,
7-i,

Call 800-255-8131. '9, 101

EXEgesis Technologies
Total Technology Management
Providing elm effornTr firT ernoodung 'our Torih1v e, gni,

Radio  TV V. 1111T V  Voogd SakNOr
LAN  WAN  ISDN  Omar TirlAv  11443. Alirniworr

Kevin McNamara
President

701 110i 1011

inn *0.1914173
Fay 101 167 1471

cargroiordiendal cnr

RUSS

BERGER

DESIGN

GROUP

INC

ADEPV4DENT CONSLLTANTS

SPECIALIZING IN:

RECORDING & BROADCAST FACILITY

DESIGN & PLANNING.

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS,

NOISE & VIBRATION CONTROL.

I. TECHNICAL SYSTEMS DESIGN

Al,'. 4t
5,11 161

>41.01

:Sou
912:6E1

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates, Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2109 West Moss Ave.
Peoria. Illinois 61604

(309) 673-7511
FAX (309) 673-8128

Member AFCCE

Promote your company
and products!

Advertise in BE Radio's
Classifieds!

Call Brian Huber at
1-800-896-9939

Services

Subcarrier available.
WNYE-FM, New York. 91.5Mhz. 20 KW.

Data/Paging serviceonly.

Contact: Frank Sobrino

(718)250-5829.

HELP WANTED

CHIEF ENGINEER AND ASSISTANT ENGINEER.
Radio One. Inc. is seeking a Chief Engineer and Assistant Engineer. Appli-
cants should have experience with AM and FM transmitter facilities. RF and
AM directional arrays and strong studio maintenance skills. Digital experi-
ence and SBE certification are a plus. Strung people skills necessary. EOE.

Fax or send resumes to:
Charles Kinney Director of Engineering,

Radio One. Inc., 75 Piedmont Ave.,
10th FIr., Atlanta, GA 30303,

FAX: (404) 688-7686 PHONE: (404) 765-9750.

Put your
product

or service
in the

spotlight!

Advertise
in the

BE Radio
Magizine!

Call
Brian
Huber

at
800-896-9939

Looking for a great job in a fun, fast -paced environ-
ment? Look no further, Centralis is the place for you!
Centralis is an exciting new Internet start-up venture
that is creating a series of vertical on-line communi-
ties. We are currently looking for qualified:

 Editors
 On -Line Publishers
 Project Managers
 Web & HTML Designers
 Web Programmers
 Network/PC Administrators
 Database Administrators
 Marketing Coordinators
 Sales Representatives
 Sales Trafficking Coordinators
Centralis offers a competitive benefits package
including stock options!

Send resume, cover letter including salary require-
ments and any applicable work samples or URLs to:

[centralis]

Human Resources Manager
Centralis

4225 Baltimore Ave.
Kansas City, MO 64111

Fax: (816) 931-8292
hr@centralis.com

EOE

Chief Engineer/WFAN
(BS RADIO'S 50KW NON -DA WEAN IN NYC SEEKS A HANDS-ON C.E. EXP

MUST INCLUDE HIGH POWER RI. (AS. 1)5. COMPUTERS. STUDIOS,

DIGITAL WORKSTATIONS. NEWSROOM SYSTEMS, BUILDING SYSTEMS,

NETWORK ORIGINATIONS, FCC RULES AND REGULATIONS. RESP FOR All

TECH OPER. & TIMKEN SELF STARTER WIGOOD PEOPLE SKILLS IN A

UNION ERROR FAX RESUMES 6.11 71B -)&I-1054. E 0.E.

Advertise in BE
Radio Classifieds...
they work!

Take control of your
advertising dollar!

Advertise in BE Radio
Magizine!

Call Brian Huber
at 800-896-9939
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Advanced Furniture Systems.. 90 183 ... .... 970-663-4123 JK Audio 70 1E0 800-JKA-UDIO

AETA Audio Corporation 33 115 . 973659-0555 KDKanopy 88 170 8004324435
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Road trip
By Skip Pizzi, executive editor

Eartier this summer. I took my 10 -year -old son to
camp. During the drive there, my son asked me to
turn on the radio to see what the stations in a

particular area were like. When I turned on die audio
system, it started playing a track from the
(:i) we were listening to earlier. My son
thought he was hearing the radio, and he
exclaimed. -Wow, leave it on that station!
That's one of my favorite songs." About
two seconds later, he realized we were
listening to one of his CDs, and he said,
disappointedly. -Never mind, turn it off,

Dad." I replied.
'Wait, you just said that was one
of your favorite songs. Why do
you want me to turn it off now?"
-Well, I thought it was on the
radio," he replied.

For the next few miles, the
conversation turned into a mini -
focus group, as I probed why it
mattered so much to hint wheth-
er the song were on the radio or
on a CD. I le told me he would
feel affirmed if someone else

liked his favorite sung enough to play it on the air.
Further, he said it felt different to hear a song so many
others were listening to at the same time. He also knew
that this particular song was not a current hit, and he was
therefore even more surprised and pleased to hear it on
the radio. Clearly. the communal nature of radio broad-
casting mattered to my son. Ile enjoyed not just the
content. but also the simultaneous, common experience
of that content.

stand to reason that a nationally shared moment
would he even more powerful than a local one? Again.
my son - unfettered by the burdens of technical
analyses and business models - helped me under-

stand the audience
dynamics in undilut-
ed fashion. He said
he wanted to listen
to the radio as we
traveled into unfa-
miliar territory so he
could hear what
pm* liked -around

here." In other words, broadcasting's localism was an
important part of cApharnion, something that every kid
enjoys. Unfortunately, today's local radio, particularly
in smaller markets, tells us little about local tastes and
styles. Only a few of the commercials seem to be
market -specific.

As the drive wore on. another memory Ila.htd in my
mind. I recalled the image of this same child at home,
grabbing his portable radio and a cordless phone as if
they were bookends - two mating pieces of a single
device - and going off to his room to listen to the radio.
lb him. this meant listening and calling in. Ile's a fan of
the kid's radio channels. whose programmers obviously
understand their audience, as they exhort listeners to
call in between every sung, for requests, contests,
quizzes and even to relate minutiae like what they had
for breakfast. 'lb him, radio is an interactive experience,
and localism makes it easier for him to be a pan of it. It
also means he has a closer connection to who and where
the other callers are.

Conventional radio
broadcasting might maintain a
unique appeal in a future that

caters to a customized
individual experience.

Radio's new audience
I though! about the meaning of this revelation for the

rest of the trip, in the context of emerging technologies
like Internet radio, MP3 players and the like, all of
which are familiar to younger audiences. My son's
perspective gave me hope that conventional radio
broadcasting might maintain a unique appeal in a
future fraught with new competition. much of which
caters to a fragmented and customized individual
experience.
Then I thought about DBS radio, particularly how it

might be received by the audience of tomorrow. If a
communal experience were so important. wouldn't it

The future of radio
Let's hope at least a few of today's motivated young

listeners will remain interested enough in the medium
to become its programmers in the future - and that
management will he smart enough to hire them. Perhaps
their formula will not exploit radio's real-time mass
connection. but rather result in more interactivity and
renewed localism. Or maybe something totally unex-
pected will emerge.

In any case. we can only hope the future industry
leaders will lie able to reinvent the medium yet again
and, in a diversified media landscape, ensure that radio
continues to he something we all want to take with us
wherever we go. f
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"It was simplely
enough for even my
most computer -phobic
jocks to understand."

-Troy Richards at KCCS

KCCS had challenges to overcome. With their mixture of talk

and music, they needed a digital audio delivery system that

wouldn't be high maintenance. Something easy for their air

talent to handle. And it had to serve up a professional sound

in everything from their voice tracks to satellite material.

After looking at the available options, Operations Manager

Troy Richards chose Digital Universe.

"Digital Universe has been a wonderful addition

to KCCS and has resolved many, if not all, of the

conflicts we have faced in the past."

KCCS salespeople are auditioning

spots for clients right from their
desktop workstations. Production

staff are using sound files more

flexibly than ever, with the univer-
sal format of uncompressed audio.
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"I want to personally thank you for making

my life easier and for building us a system that

brings us peace of mind. Thank you also for your

excellent customer service. That was your

greatest selling point."

y to use, flexible to work with, and designed for the
g haul - what can CBSI's Digital Universe do 'or your
don? Call us today to find out more about how

adcasters around the country are stepping into the

ure with Digital Universe.
(102) on Free Into Card



Everyone Wants to Own ,4 Convertible!

So... How About a Convertible Radio Console?
Our New WHEATSTONE A-5000 gives you the best of both worlds. Order it from the factory

now as a topnotch ANALOG on -air console. Then later, when you're ready, switch it out to DIGITAL!
That's right, this new design accepts modules from our
top -of -the -line D-500 and D-600 consoles, allowing it to
be converted from analog to digital in the field!

Think of it: no new studio furniture, no rewiring-all
your existing studio connections simply replug. And while
we're at it, no re-training your staff either. A painless
switchover on your own timetable, right in your own facil-
ity! If you need a new radio console now but aren't quite
ready for the Big Switch, then check out our new
A-5000-you'll like what's under the hood! 41Wheotrtone Corporation

600 Industrial Drive. New Bern, North Carolina 28562 (lel 252-638-7000/fax 252-637-1285/email: sales@wheatstone.com)
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